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EDITORIAL OPINION
B Y  N I C O L E  K R A W K E

Cheers to a new year!
Challenges lie ahead in 2022, but so do opportunities.

December has always been my favorite month of the year. And it’s not just because it’s my birthday

month! It’s also not because of the holidays — though I do enjoy spending time celebrating with family

and friends. I like December because it’s the very end of the year — a time to re�ect on everything that’s

happened the past 12 months — the goals you’ve achieved and the lessons learned — as well as look

ahead to the beginning of a whole new year. A blank slate to start fresh all over again.

This time of year is especially important for contracting business owners. Now’s the time to re�ect on your

company’s performance in 2021 and plan your strategy for 2022. So don’t miss out on our 2022

plumbing industry forecast cover story where we talk with several industry leaders about growth

opportunities, product trends and more. News �ash, don’t expect the challenges from 2021 (supply chain

issues and increasing material costs) to magically disappear overnight. Many experts believe these issues

will continue into next year.

“The post-pandemic consumer demand has made supply chain problems much more apparent, of

course, resulting from material shortages, sta�ng shortages, factory closures and a crippled freight

system, putting a strain on the global economic recovery,” notes Dave Viola, CEO of IAPMO. “Some of

these problems will be addressed in 2022, but it’s likely that some problems will persist throughout the

year.”

To learn more about what to expect next year, click here.

Economic outlook

I was lucky enough to travel to a couple of in-person events in October — my �rst since the pandemic

lockdowns began in March 2020. One of them, you’ll hear more about in our next issue, so stay tuned.

The other was PHCC — National Association’s annual PHCCCONNECT conference. This is one of my

favorite events of the year as PHCC does an excellent job of lining up relevant educational sessions as

well as engaging keynotes, not to mention the Product & Technology Showcase and watching the

plumbing and HVAC Apprentice Contests. This year, back by popular demand, Connor Lokar of ITR

Economics gave a keynote presentation exploring all the changes that have occurred in the economy and

what they mean for the future. During the presentation, he warned audience members that the economy

would be slowing down some next year.

“Things are going to slow down in the economy of 2022,” he said. “It’s not a disaster. It’s not a pothole.

It’s not a cli�, but we are going to decelerate. We’re going to see some things coming back down to Earth,

statistically normalizing. Now, normally, that would be mostly bad. Of course, we want to be accelerating,

we want to be feeling good. But let’s be honest, this year hasn’t felt all that good. This time in the business

cycle when things are accelerating, it’s generally a lot more fun. It’s not hallmarked by the supply chain

thing, the lead time extension and the labor shortages. So while yes, things are going to slow down next

year, my silver lining, at least the one I’m going to try to put on it, is the silver lining that says, ‘We see

some things getting better,’ as far as some of those supply chain constraints, those long lead times, the

product unavailability and the in�ation pressure. We see those pain points that have been so

exceptionally challenging for you folks resolving as that economic cycle shifts next year.”

Lokar cautioned that both housing starts and permits were decreasing.

“This 4.7% is not a forecast, it’s the quarterly rate of change for housing starts in the third quarter. Starts

were up a very thin 4.7%. Housing is running into a lot of hurdles right now in terms of exhausting some of

that unique post-COVID buyer pool. Home prices have gone up so frighteningly high this year from a

developer and builder standpoint. Land acquisition is becoming a big challenge, and the bidding

environment is quite robust, so there’s a lot of headwinds hitting housing right now. So it is going to slow

down next year. You see the current annualized growth rate, 22.6%. Again, that’s still extremely robust.

There is no in�ation here, this is the number of units, number of starts, up 20-plus percent. At ITR, we’re

forecasting 4.3% for next year, annualized growth in the housing market. So it’s not negative, but plus 4%

versus a year-end 2021 up more than 20%, and a plus multi-digit growth rate for 2020 — that feels and

looks a little bit di�erent. So the fundamentals that we’ve been riding in residential construction are — I

don’t want to say eroding beneath us because that sounds a little bit more doomsday-ish than I think I’m

going for here — but they’re just weakening. We’re seeing a transition here towards slowing growth.”

“We have to understand that next year’s going to look different, that

demand pressure’s going to be fading. It’s not going to be the same

unimaginable volume of work out there that we’re chasing and can’t

keep up with here in 2021.” – CONNOR LOKAR

Housing sales are also decreasing, which will impact plumbing and heating contractor businesses, Lokar

explained.

“The fact that NAHB’s Housing Market Index is steeply moving downward says things are going to slow

down next year,” Lokar said. “That’s going to a�ect us on the remodel and retro�t side from an equipment

installation standpoint because when we see home sales decelerate, that’s generally not a good sign for

remodeling activity. Generally, what we see in studies has shown that a bulk of remodeling spend occurs

either right after you purchase a house or right before you sell the house. When we see this deceleration,

not just from a start standpoint, but also from a home sales standpoint, we see that existing home sales

are up just 6.7%. You can see that they’re decelerating. Those rates of change are coming down at 6.2

million units.

“We see that new home sales are decelerating,” he continued. “So this is going to a�ect our service

business, our aftermarket and the system replacement and installs because we’re seeing less of that

changeover. That does not mean your business evaporates overnight. I’m sure that you’re probably taking

calls and booking folks up probably maybe even into 2022, at this point, with how labor-strapped that

you are at this point. So it’s not that things will fall apart, it’s that things slow down, and that you actually

might be able to get your head above water in 2022 and actually keep up with the calls and work that’s

coming in,as opposed to playing from behind, which is where you’ve lived so far this year.”

Lokar had this piece of advice for contractors: “One of the biggest traps for businesses at this point in the

business cycle, particularly when a late in an accelerating growth phase coincides with the end of a

calendar year, is folks are in that strap planning, budgeting session. The most dangerous thing you can

do right now is basically straight line your forecast through next year: ‘I’m going to grow 20% this year.’

Let’s call it 20% for 2022, and build and plan based on that. And then get really out of position to where

you’re actually going to be 12 months from now. That’s one of my biggest takeaways for today is making

sure that we’re not too far o� over our skis and seducing ourselves with all the work that’s out there

presently, particularly that we can’t get to, and just assume that it exists statically like this over the next

four or �ve quarters. We have to understand that next year’s going to look di�erent, that demand

pressure’s going to be fading. It’s not going to be the same unimaginable volume of work out there that

we’re chasing and can’t keep up with here in 2021.”

Lokar also advises contractors to “just keep hiring.” Sing it in your head to the tune of “Just keep

swimming,” from the movie “Finding Nemo.” Lokar notes most companies think to take their foot o� the

gas for hiring as the economy slows down. However, if experienced or talented people become available,

grab them up from the competition so you don’t kick yourself later, he advises.

“I would just keep over hiring on what you think you need because of that turnover in labor market piece,”

he says. “Yes, the economy’s going to slow down next year in 2023, but it’s really not going to feel like it

from an HR and hiring standpoint. So I would continue to stay up on that if you can.”

While Lokar is predicting a slower economy, he’s not running around shouting, “The sky is falling!” There

are some great opportunities for plumbing and heating contractors in 2022. You just have to be prepared

to capitalize on them. And don’t forget to take some time away from the business to spend the holidays

with friends and family. I wish you all a safe and Happy New Year! See you in 2022!

Alex Potemkin/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Nicole Krawcke  is chief editor of Plumbing & Mechanical.
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Leak detection
gaining traction in
commercial spaces
Nicole Krawcke, chief editor of
Plumbing & Mechanical, chats
with Yaron Dycian, chief
product and strategy of cer
for WINT — Water
Intelligence, about the
growing trend of leak
detection in commercial
buildings and the importance
of water conservation.

PHCC hosts
PHCCCONNECT2021
in Kansas City
After taking a hiatus due to
the COVID-19 pandemic,
PHCC members were thrilled
to meet face-to-face at the
annual PHCCCONNECT event,
held Oct. 20-22 in Kansas City,
Missouri.
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Liberty Pumps hosts groundbreaking celebration for new Materials
Center
Liberty Pumps hosted a groundbreaking celebration at the site of its upcoming Materials Center. State and

local partners as well as Liberty employees attended the event. The 107,000-square-foot expansion will

provide additional warehousing and added manufacturing space, the company noted. It is anticipated to

support 30 additional jobs at the family- and employee-owned manufacturer.

“Our growth continues to be very strong and we are simply running out of space once again,” said

Randall Waldron, Liberty Pumps’ vice president of sales and marketing. “This expansion will provide

more e�cient material storage, as well as provide additional manufacturing space to accommodate our

continued strong growth. The added capacity to our facilities will put us in a position to better support our

customers.”

Since opening in 1965, Liberty Pumps has become a manufacturer of sump, e�uent and sewage pumps

and systems for residential, commercial, municipal and industrial applications.

The project breaking ground will be the third expansion by Liberty Pumps since 2000. Upon completion,

Liberty Pumps will have about 350,000 square feet of facilities at its corporate campus in Bergen, New

York.

Bradford White announces expansion of For the Pro platform
Bradford White Water Heaters announced the expansion of the For the Pro platform to include a newly

branded training option, For the Pro Training Academy.

The For the Pro Training Academy combines the company’s existing in-person training programs with a

new, self-paced e-learning option for Bradford White’s valued contractor customers, the manufacturer

explained.

“We have always been known for our commitment to hands-on training,” said Dustin Bowerman, senior

director – �eld services for Bradford White Water Heaters. “Now, we’ve extended our training to

accommodate the varied and evolving needs of our professional customers.”

Since 2012, Bradford White has trained tens of thousands of plumbing and heating technicians through

live, hands-on training in the �eld or at the International Technical Excellence Center (iTEC) in Middleville,

Michigan.

According to Bowerman, the For the Pro Training Academy e-learning also broadens the 24-7 access that

pros have to Bradford White.

“We have been providing live, 24-7 technical support through iTEC for more than a decade,” Bowerman

said. “Now, our customers can also avail themselves of our training 24-7.”

The �rst learning path, entitled “Bradford White’s Knowledge Series,” will include topics such as venting,

heat transfer principles, water heater essentials and product introductions.

“Providing world-class training is a critical part of our commitment to the professional contractor,”

Bowerman said. “It was important for us to evolve and update that commitment in terms of how we

deliver our training to the current and next generation of pros.”

For more information regarding all of Bradford White Water Heaters training, please visit

www.bradfordwhite.com/training.

Oatey Co. hosts career education workshop
Oatey Co., a manufacturer in the plumbing industry since 1916, hosted a career education workshop for

Northeast Ohio Girl Scouts at its Oatey University training facility in Cleveland, welcoming nearly 30 Girl

Scouts to learn about careers in manufacturing and STEM.

The program was organized by Oatey’s Women’s Resource Network, an associate resource group

dedicated to the professional, personal and leadership development of women. Oatey developed the

event as part of the Girl Scouts’ BADGE BOSS program, which connects local professionals with Girl

Scouts to share their expertise, advice and passion while enabling the Scouts to earn a relevant Girl Scout

badge.

Attendees at Oatey’s workshop, which took place in late October, gained hands-on exposure to careers

across manufacturing, while also exploring their own interests and passions, Oatey explained. Key

components of the two-hour workshop included:

A personal-re�ection exercise to help Scouts identify how their interests connect to real-world

careers;

A panel discussion in which Oatey associates explained their role in the development and

delivery of Oatey products;

A tour of the Oatey University training facility with hands-on demonstrations of Oatey products;

and

An interactive tower-building team competition, using Oatey Plumber’s Putty and spaghetti.

All Girl Scouts who completed the workshop quali�ed for their STEM Career Exploration Girl Scout badge.

“It was a privilege for Oatey to host this group of energetic Girl Scouts and share more with them about

the many career paths available in STEM and manufacturing,” said Amber Deighton, co-chair of Oatey’s

Women’s Resource Network and manager of Oatey University. “Our Women’s Resource Network is

passionate about supporting girls and women in our communities, and we are thrilled to establish this

partnership with the Girl Scouts.”

Oatey plans to host another BADGE BOSS workshop in 2022 and expand the program to other cities in

which it operates, it said. For more information about Oatey University or opportunities to partner with

Oatey, visit www.oatey.com or email hello@oatey.com.

Obituary: Matco-Norca cofounder Dov Matz
Matco-Norca announced the death of its cofounder Dov Matz, who passed away on Nov. 8, after a two-

year battle with Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. Matz was 76 years old and is survived by his wife, Elizabeth,

and daughters, Nora, and Melissa. He is proceeded in death by his son, Michael, who worked alongside

him for 20 years at Matco-Norca.

Matz cofounded Matco-Norca in 1952 and spent most of his career leading the company as it grew to the

trusted and respected brand it is today. He was treasured by his employees, customers, sales reps and

suppliers throughout the industry. He retired from Matco-Norca in 2018, but would often stop by to catch

up and see how the business was doing.

“The toughest thing to do with Dov was to attend an industry function,” remembered Jack McDonald,

president and CEO of Matco-Norca. “Dov was so well known and respected that attending a trade show

was like walking the �oor with a celebrity — everyone knew him.”

Matz was an active member of the Mount Kisco Hebrew Congregation and served as president for many

years.

“He will be greatly missed by everyone who knew him,” the company said.

RWC acquires EZ-FLO
Reliance Worldwide Corp. entered into an unconditional agreement to acquire all the issued shares of EZ-

FLO International for $325 million. The business is being acquired from interests associated with EZ-FLO’s

founder Saleem Lahlouh.

EZ-FLO is a manufacturer and distributor of plumbing supplies, including plumbing specialty products,

appliance supply lines, �exible water connectors, gas connectors and other accessories. Established in

1980, EZ-FLO has grown rapidly by continuously expanding its product range, RWC noted. In 2000, EZ-

FLO acquired the EASTMAN brand, a leading brand in large appliance connectors in the U.S. The

EASTMAN brand will immediately position RWC as a leader in supporting all those who service major

appliance installations, including plumbed appliances, gas, hot water and dryer venting, RWC added.

RWC explained that about half of EZ-FLO’s revenues are generated from products manufactured at its

plant located within the Ningbo Free Trade Zone in China, with a further 20% sourced from exclusive

third-party manufacturers in China. In the U.S., EZ-FLO has a network of seven distribution centers from

which its extensive product range is distributed through 5,000 channel partner outlets.

EZ-FLO’s executive management team will remain with the business following completion.

RWC Group CEO Heath Sharp said the acquisition of EZ-FLO aligns with RWC’s growth strategy and will

enhance the company’s market position.

“The acquisition of EZ-FLO is strongly aligned with RWC’s strategy of adding complementary products

that broaden the depth of solutions o�ered to end users and expand our market presence in aligned

sectors,” he said. “Together, we manufacture some of the most trusted brands in the industry, including

SharkBite, HoldRite, John Guest, Speed�t, and Cash Acme. With EZ-FLO and EASTMAN, the No. 1 brand

in the U.S. appliance connector market, we will be positioned as a leader in supporting all those who

service major appliance installations.

“The combination of EZ-FLO’s product portfolio, manufacturing and sourcing capabilities, distribution

footprint, customer service, performance track record and future growth prospects makes it an important

and attractive addition to RWC,” Sharp continued. “We will be seeking to leverage our extensive channel

partner network in North America to expand the distribution footprint for EZ-FLO, while at the same time

bene�ting from EZ-FLO’s strong relationships with retail merchants and OEM customers.

“Customers will bene�t from more top-quality products and trusted brands, enhanced ful�llment

capabilities and improved service, thanks to a more extensive national warehouse footprint,” Sharp

added. “Our combined supply chain capabilities will help ensure products are available where and when

our customers need them, strengthening customer service across every channel. Our ‘�rst-time-right’

performance commitment provides end users with products they can count on, protecting customers’

hard-won reputations.”

Completion, subject to customary conditions, is expected to occur this month.

Barnes joins Centrotherm Eco Systems

Centrotherm Eco Systems,manufacturer of the InnoFlue brand of polypropylene vent systems and

accessories, announced a key addition to the sales team.

Jason Barnes joins Centrotherm as regional sales manager covering the Western territory of the United

States. Barnes joins Centrotherm with almost two decades of experience. Previously, Barnes worked in the

waterworks plant and industrial industry where he helped improve the United States’ outdated water

infrastructure, while supporting domestic manufacturing and American jobs, Centrotherm noted.

“It was an easy decision to join Centrotherm,” Barnes explained. “The company exempli�es commitment

to the betterment of the HVAC/plumbing industry. I look forward to supporting American jobs,

manufacturing and continuing to promote and sell cutting-edge products that will greatly improve the

industry.”

PRIER Products earns sustainability award
PRIER Products was honored with a sustainability award for its e�orts to reduce unnecessary waste and

implement ways to protect the planet via this yearly Kansas City Industrial Council program that

recognizes local businesses.

PRIER was among seven organizations receiving an award, including Bayer CropScience, Kansas City

Testing & Engineering, Metropolitan Community College, The RMR Group, J. Reiger & Co., and Kansas

City Water.

“We work hard to reduce waste and take necessary steps to create a cleaner and more sustainable

company,” PRIER Vice President of Manufacturing Brady Poskin said. “Our team and partners identi�ed

ways we could make a signi�cant impact. We began implementing changes and quickly realized the

results from our e�orts.”

E�orts that led to the award include:

PRIER installed solar panels on each of its buildings, allowing the company to signi�cantly cut its

carbon footprint. Motion-detected LED lighting is used throughout the warehouse and o�ces to

further reduce energy costs. PRIER saves more than 330,000 kilowatt-hours per year; enough to

power 30 houses for more than a year;

In the past year, PRIER recycled more than 150 tons of brass, 6 tons of copper and other metals,

and 25,000 cubic feet of cardboard. PRIER’s products are manufactured in the heartland of the

United States, reducing the transportation costs and minimizing environmental factors associated

with shipping, especially from manufactures based outside the U.S.; and

All of PRIER’s products are designed to the highest standards developed by the American Society

for Sanitary Engineers (ASSE). Through engineering and design modi�cations, PRIER reduced the

number of SKUs stocked by customers by more than 50%.

“We’re on a mission to help people, protect the planet and make a pro�t,” CEO Joe Poskin said. “We’ve

dedicated resources to ensure we hit our goals each year, which include utilizing renewable energy,

recycling and sustainable design and manufacturing techniques. It’s wonderful to be recognized for the

di�erence we’re making, not only in the Kansas City area but across all of North America for our various

customers and distribution channels.”

Isuzu Commercial Truck of America announces start of 2022 F-
Series production
Isuzu Commercial Truck of America, distributor of low cab forward (LCF) trucks, announced production of

its highly anticipated 2022 F-Series trucks has started. The new F-Series is powered by the Cummins B6.7

diesel engine and o�ers models in both Class 6 and — new for Isuzu — Class 7.

The F-Series trucks are the �rst product to come to market from the Isuzu Cummins Powertrain Partnership

(ICPP) between Isuzu Motors Limited and Cummins Inc. The F-Series trucks are being assembled in

Charlotte, Michigan.

“The advanced, more powerful Cummins B6.7 engine will create new opportunities for our dealers,” said

Shaun Skinner, president of Isuzu Commercial Truck of America. “We now o�er a complete range of

Class 3 through 5 gasoline-powered models and Class 4 through 7 diesel-powered trucks, by far the

widest range of low cab forward trucks in the marketplace.

Three F-Series models are available:

Class 6 FTR: 25,950-lb. GVWR;

Class 6 FVR Derate: 25,950-lb. GVWR; and

Class 7 FVR: 33,000-lb. GVWR.

F-Series Models:

Are available in eight wheelbases, from 152 to 248 inches, accommodating bodies from 14 to 30

feet in length;

Can be equipped with air suspension;

O�er a 50- or 100-gallon fuel tank based on wheelbase; and

Come in a standard cab con�guration with three-across seating.

The low cab forward design’s longer cab-to-axle (CA) dimension provides Isuzu F-Series trucks more

cargo capacity vs. conventional cab competitors with a comparable wheelbase, Isuzu stated. This gives

customers more versatility with their body application choices to accommodate heavier or bulkier cargo

loads, the manufacturer added.

The FTR also is available with optional low-pro�le tires.

Every 2022 Isuzu F-Series model is equipped with the most powerful version of the Cummins B6.7

E�ciency Series, This legendary 6.7-liter, the inline six-cylinder diesel engine produces 260 horsepower

and 660 lb.-ft. of torque.

“The Cummins B6.7 has a legacy that goes back almost 40 years, so we’re excited to see it in the Isuzu F-

Series,” said Rob Neitzke, executive director of Cummins on-highway OEM business. “It gives Class 6 and

7 truck buyers in the U.S. and Canadian markets new ways to experience the B6.7 with con�gurations that

didn’t exist before today.”

The Cummins B6.7 is mated to an automatic six-speed Allison RDS transmission (2550 Series with park

pawl for FTR, 2500 Series with no park pawl for FVR. This robust powertrain is engineered to provide the

optimum blend of power that drivers demand with the fuel economy and reliability that owners enjoy,

Isuzu stated.

As with all Isuzu trucks, the FTR and FVR o�er superb maneuverability, visibility and comfort, Isuzu stated.

Drivers will appreciate the 50-degree inner wheel cut that gives the Isuzu F-Series class-leading turning

diameters between 43.7 feet (for 152-inch wheelbase models) and 65 feet (for models with the 248-in.

wheelbase). Isuzu’s low cab forward design, along with new LED headlamps, will give drivers greater

visibility than ever, it stated.

And Isuzu’s rugged chassis and dependable Hexapod cab, together with the new Cummins/Allison

powertrain, promise to maintain Isuzu’s long-standing reputation for low total cost of ownership, the

manufacturer stated.

The 2022 Isuzu F-Series will be available at Isuzu’s network of more than 300 dealerships, located in all

50 states, beginning November 2021.

Uponor announces national distribution agreement with Winsupply
Uponor North America announced a national distribution agreement with Winsupply to stock Uponor PP-

RCT piping, �ttings and accessories at select Winsupply local companies and two distribution centers

across the U.S.

“We are excited to announce this new partnership with Winsupply, as they are committed to broadening

polymer piping o�erings into their channels with strategic partners like Uponor,” said Chris Budion, vice

president of sales at Uponor North America. “We are con�dent this agreement will create growth

opportunities for both companies, as we work together to provide customers with the convenience and

e�ciency of a complete polymer piping solution from one trusted source.”

“Winsupply is eager to help Uponor pioneer this product line,” added Bruce Pilbeam, product manager,

rough-in plumbing, Winsupply. “PP-RCT has shown enormous growth potential in the commercial sector.

Winsupply and our local companies are excited to support bringing Uponor PP-RCT to market.”

In addition to stocking Uponor’s PP-RCT piping system, Winsupply is already leveraging Uponor’s

commercial training team with hands-on instruction, as well as virtual learning, through Uponor Academy

Online. “We are setting Winsupply up for success by ensuring they have the knowledge and skills to

con�dently sell the bene�ts of PP-RCT, and safely instruct their customers on proper installation,” Budion

said.

Available in sizes from 1/2-inch to 12 inches, the Uponor PP-RCT piping system is ideal for use in hydronic

heating hot water, chilled water and industrial applications, including condenser water, geothermal,

compressed air and vacuum and direct-burial applications.

Uponor o�ers a 10-year limited warranty on all PP-RCT products. For hybrid Uponor PP-RCT and PEX-a

systems, the company o�ers a 10-year limited warranty on PP-RCT to complement the 25-year

transferable limited warranty on all its PEX-a pipe and ProPEX �ttings.
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HYDRONICS WORKSHOP
B Y  J O H N  S I E G E N T H A L E R

Opportunistic pathways
Flow doesn’t always go where you intend.

I recently reviewed a project in which a municipal building was being connected to a district heating

system supplied by pellet-fueled boilers. The building’s existing system had two propane-�red mod/con

boilers piped into the system as shown in Figure 1.

ENLARGE

FIGURE 1

Each boiler has its own circulator that runs only when its associated boiler is called to operate. Each

boiler piping assembly contains a check valve to prevent reverse �ow when one boiler circulator is on

and the other is o�. There’s also valving to isolate either boiler, if necessary. What is less typical, but still

�ne, is that the designer chose to include an air separator on the outlet pipe from each boiler. By all

accounts, this subsystem was working �ne.

The detour

The district system interfaces to the building’s system through a large plate-and-frame heat exchanger.

This is common in district heating systems. It allows heat exchange without mixing the �uid in the district

system with that in the building’s distribution system. If necessary, the building’s system can be completely

isolated from the district system. A leak or other service issue in one of these systems doesn’t preclude

operation of the other system.

The heat exchanger was connected to the existing system using a set of closely spaced tees. A new

“bypass” pipe was also installed around the existing boilers. Both modi�cations are shown in Figure 2.

ENLARGE

FIGURE 2

One intent of the piping modi�cations was to allow heat from the pellet boiler to be injected into the

existing distribution system while providing hydraulic separation of the heat exchanger circulator from

either of the circulators on the existing boilers, hence the use of closely spaced tees to connect the heat

exchanger to the existing piping.

Another intent was to allow �ow, which already had heat added to it from the heat exchanger, to go

around the existing boilers, since both of the circulators on these boilers would be o�. This did occur — to

some extent.

Why “to some extent?” The unintentional consequence of the piping assembly shown in Figure 2 is that

there is head loss in the bypass piping between points A and B. The dynamic pressure is slightly higher at

point A relative to point B due to this head loss. This pressure di�erential drives a portion of the �ow

entering point A through the existing boilers, even when their circulators are o�. The forward opening

resistance of the swing check valves in the boiler piping is very low and cannot prevent this �ow

migration.

The temperature of the water entering point A is relatively high — about 180° F at design load. The �ow

migration through the existing boilers has caused high-limit “lockouts” of the existing boilers. When the

system is receiving adequate heat from the pellet boiler, this lockout is not necessarily a problem.

However, the next time the existing boilers are called to operate, this lockout must be manually cleared

from the control system to re-enable boiler �ring.

The migration of hot water through the existing boilers while they are o� also increases jacket and

convective heat loss from the boilers into the mechanical room. While it’s arguable, in this case, that the

heat loss is still within the thermal envelope of the building, it’s also arguable that it represents a loss of

control over where that heat is intended to go.

Resolving the issue

There are several ways this issue could be corrected. One is to modify the existing ball valves on the

outlet piping from the boilers so that motorized actuators could be added. Each actuator would open its

ball valve prior to allowing the associated boiler to �re. This opening would be veri�ed by the closing of

the end switch contacts within the actuator. A spring return mechanism within the actuator would close the

valve when the boiler stops �ring. This approach is illustrated in Figure 3.

ENLARGE

FIGURE 3

Another option is to remove the pressure drop created by the bypass pipe. This could be done using

closely spaced tees or a hydraulic separator. Figure 4 shows how the piping could be rearranged around

a new set of closely spaced tees.

ENLARGE

FIGURE 4

Because there is virtually no pressure drop between the new set of closely spaced tees, there is very little

“motivation” for �ow to pass through either of the mod/con boilers when their associated circulators are

o�.

However, the pressure drop between the closely spaced tees is not zero. Thus, to prevent any �ow

through the mod/con boilers when they’re o�, the swing check valves in the original boiler piping should

be changed to spring-loaded check valves, with a forward opening pressure of at least 0.5 psi.

This arrangement of the closely spaced tees keeps the heat injection point from the biomass boiler

subsystem upstream of the injection point for heat from the existing boilers. This allows the thermal

storage tank, which supplies the higher temperature side of the heat exchanger, to drop to the lowest

possible temperature before having to �re the pellet boiler for the next heat input cycle. It also allows for

heat input from the heat exchanger with simultaneous supplemental heat input from the existing boilers.

The simpler the better

Of these two options, the addition of motorized actuators to the existing ball valves — if possible — would

be the simplest, least invasive and likely least expensive modi�cation.

The takeaway is that even relatively short “bypass” pipes have head loss and create associated pressure

di�erentials. Always consider how these pressure di�erentials — even though small — can induce �ow

through portions of the system where it’s not desirable. Use the concept of hydraulic separation, which

can be implemented through a variety of hardware con�gurations, to minimize or eliminate extraneous

�ows and their accompanying heat losses.

SpicyTru�el/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

John Siegenthaler, P.E., is a consulting engineer and principal of Appropriate Designs in Holland Patent, New York. In

partnership with HeatSpring, he has developed several online courses that provide in-depth, design-level training in modern

hydronics systems, air-to-water heat pumps and biomass boiler systems. Additional information and resources for hydronic system

design are available on Siegenthaler’s website, www.hydronicpros.com.
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HEATING HELP
B Y  D A N  H O L O H A N

Does size matter?
Big or small, contractors do it all.

A young guy who was about the size of Bruno Mars came to my seminar once, and we were chatting

during a break. I asked him how long he had been in the business. It’s good to see young people getting

involved.

“I’ve been at it for 20 years,” he said.

“Really? How old are you?” I asked

“Twenty-seven,” he replied.

“You work for your dad?”

“Yeah. He owns a small heating company. We do commercial service only. He brought me along on some

jobs when I was a kid because I was small enough to �t inside the boilers. He’d stu� me in there with

tools and tell me to start cleaning.”

“Did the police know about this?”

“Nah.”

“How about your mom?”

“Well, sort of.”

“She OK with all that?”

“Yeah, she’s cool.”

That got me thinking about other contractors I’ve met. Some employ a big guy to move the iron and steel

around, and a small guy to crawl into spaces only small guys can get into. You know Bruno Mars for this

and the late Bruno Sammartino (professional wrestling great) for that. One size doesn’t �t all, right?

Or does it?

I thought about this for a while and couldn’t decide, so I asked around. Does size matter in this business?

What about guys who work alone? Where does that leave them? Can you be a big guy on this task and a

small guy on that other task? Hmm.

One contractor buddy said: “35 years ago, before I got into heating, I was working as an electrician. I had

a customer call me and ask me about wiring a bathroom exhaust fan. He had already installed the fan

and just needed it wired. He lived in the neighborhood, so I told him I’d be happy to do the job. Then he

asked me how big I was. I asked him what di�erence that made, knowing that I’m bigger than most, and

he told me I would have to climb into his attic through a smallish opening and then make my way through

a tight space all the way back to the eves way over there. I did it, but I’m still not sure how I did it.”

Another contractor said: “I hired a guy named Lenny. The other guys called him Mongo. He could carry

full sticks of 4-inch Schedule-40 pipe across the building and put it all up by himself. He wasn’t very

bright, but he was a really nice guy and always eager to learn and to help. He turned out to be a great

employee and a heck of a welder. There would be times when we’d have a heavy lift that would call for

either four guys or a forklift. I walked o� one time to get some more help on one of those jobs, but while I

was gone, Lenny got tired of waiting, so he just did it all himself. I had to lay him o� at one point because

we didn’t have enough work, but I often wish I hadn’t done that.”

I suppose you can be a big guy and a little guy on the

same job, even if you work by yourself. All it takes is a

brain and a big heart.

A friend from Pennsylvania said: “I know this old Italian stonemason who won’t hire tall guys as laborers. I

asked him why, and he said they’re all ‘long backs’ and that if they try to lift stones all day, they’re going

to complain about how much their backs hurt.

“Thinking about that guy reminds me of when I was in construction. Everybody wanted to hire this

particular guy for their crew. That guy could carry �ve sheets of 3/4-inch CDX plywood at a time, and he

could do that all day long. That’s over 300 pounds per trip!”

Stay home, Bruno Mars. This is a job for Bruno Sammartino.

A contractor from Alaska said: “My uncle wouldn’t hire anyone who went to college. He said they couldn’t

be trained. They already knew it all. My father-in-law, on the other hand, hired his helper because the guy

was small. My father-in-law tipped the scales at about 260 pounds, so whenever he had a job that was

tight, he would send in the apprentice. With some of the places I’ve had to fold myself into, I often wonder

what my father-in-law did before he found that little guy.”

Another friend from California said: “I used to hire guys who were really smart because I thought that

would help get the work done. It turned out that their big brains just got in the way of the work. I learned

the best people are the ones who really care, no matter what size they are. Give me a guy with a big heart

every time.”

But what about speed? Does size make a di�erence when it comes to speed? I once stood inside a big

tent in a hotel parking lot in New Jersey and judged an apprentice competition. Ten apprentices had the

whole day to pipe a hot-water boiler. May the best man win.

A medium-sized young fella caught my attention because he began by fully reading the installation

instructions that came with the boiler. He was the only guy in the tent that did that. And then he piped

everything perfectly. His work was art.

“I think he’s gonna win,” I whispered to one of the other judges, a local contractor.

“He’s very good,” the guy said, “but he could never work for me.”

“Why?”

“Too slow.”

I often wonder where that apprentice wound up. I like to think he owns a company somewhere.

The man who told me this next story worked in the power plant side of the business. Those folks have to

do non-destructive testing and eddy-current testing of condenser and feed-water heater tubes. They work

on very big stu�.

“These units can have as many as 12,000 tubes in each heat exchanger,” he said. “We have to identify any

degraded tubes before they fail. We have to understand what sort of degradation we have, and then we

have to preventatively plug those tubes to prevent leaks and plant shutdowns. We also have to be able to

schedule a replacement unit, which can take more than a year to get. Everything is custom-made for the

speci�c application.

“We worked with this guy, Tony. He was not the brightest person around, but he could follow directions,

and keep count of exactly where he was in a row of tubes. He had really good quality-assurance skills

and two work speeds. The �rst was ‘slow.’ The second was ‘incredibly slow.’ The latter arrived as soon as

you ticked o� Tony.”

I asked how big Tony was.

“Less than 5 feet tall and skinny. Many feed-water heaters have 16-inch manways, and the headers are

rather constrained, even if they have larger manways. Tony’s slow work speed was about twice as fast in

a feed-water heater than the speed of normal-sized guys. They’d be struggling to twist and turn and

maneuver inside the heater head. The time Tony lost on a condenser job or a heat-exchanger with an

open head, he more than made up for with the time he gained inside the feed-water heaters. He was

permanently employable as long as he wanted to work, and with any of the major vendors. They all knew

about him.

“The biggest mistake any of the plant personnel could make, though, was to remark about his speed or

lack of intellect. That moved Tony into ‘incredibly slow’ mode, which was not a good thing since almost all

the contracts are on a T&M basis. It also a�ected their outage schedule.”

So does speed matter? You tell me.

A New York City contractor said: “My father is not a big guy, but when he was working, he was the King of

Leverage, fashioning straps and rollers of all kinds. He would get us to move all kinds of equipment that

was, by all accounts, too large for my dad, my brother and me to handle together. He retired at 72, having

worked from the time he was 13. He learned how to get a lot of things done by hand that we now do with

machinery. He always told us that if you ask a lazy man, he’ll tell you an easy way to get it done. He was

anything but lazy. He was a lifelong tradesman.”

So I suppose you can be a big guy and a little guy on the same job, even if you work by yourself. All it

takes is a brain and a big heart.

RamCreativp/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Dan Holohan and his wife, Marianne, founded www.heatinghelp.com in 1997. You can reach Dan Holohan at

dan@heatinghelp.com. He loves hearing from you!
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THE BLUE COLLAR COACH
B Y  K E N N Y  C H A P M A N

Misconceptions regarding
massive growth
Ensure you grow at the right pace.

As you are well aware, our incredible industry has been experiencing massive growth for the last couple

of years. We have been seeing contractors post record months for both sales and pro�tability at

unprecedented levels. It seems there has �nally even been a shift from how this industry is viewed from

the outside. Our industry has become dinner conversations for bankers, private equity �rms, strategic

partnerships and so many more like never before.

What does this mean when it comes to you and your own business or career? What are the speci�c

lessons you can learn whether you plan to keep your business and work in this industry for another 20

years, or you’re a part of a combined “rollup” and you can’t wait for the day you �nally exit? As the CEO

and founder of The Blue Collar Success Group, I have the great opportunity to consult in every aspect of

this business as well as help leaders and owners create behavior change and navigate the speed of

change we are all involved in right now.

One of the areas I am blessed to be able to create value for industry leaders is by helping them see the

di�erences between what they perceive reality to be and what reality actually is for them and their own

unique experience in life and business. With so many conversations and so much focus being placed on

massive growth, this month, I want to o�er you some perspective regarding some misconceptions when it

comes to scaling up in business.

Misconception No. 1: Knowledge is enough

Growing up blue-collar and getting into this industry at only 23 years old, I was led to believe that I

needed to know more stu�. I felt that as a broke drain cleaner by myself in the truck, working as hard as I

possibly could work, I just needed to learn more about what to do. And I was absolutely right, but only to

a point. I hired my �rst consultant only two years after starting my business and began a career-long

quest of being shown and taught things that I didn’t know. This is great, and I’m a huge fan of knowledge.

Heck, I even run an education business for the trades, but I’ll also be the �rst to remind you that education

and knowledge don’t mean a darn thing! This may surprise you or seem harsh, but I think we can agree

that it’s only the implementation of what you learn that matters. I see contractors learn new things all the

time and keep doing the same things they’ve been doing over and over again. We all know that is the

de�nition of insanity. Don’t let yourself or your team fall into the trap of believing more knowledge will

solve your lack of implementation issues.

When you get clarity about these three [misconceptions],

you can allow yourself some space to grow your own

business — or department you lead — at the right pace.

Misconception No. 2: Just because you can, you probably should

As driven business leaders, we have a tendency to believe that more is always better. Unfortunately, this is

absolutely false. If I’m not very pro�table, adding more lines of business, more sales, service calls, installs

or whatever simply gives me a whole lot more not very pro�table work. I recently recorded an episode

on my “Leadership in a Nutshell” podcast called “Myths of the Masters.” I encourage you to check out this

episode where I expand upon this critical point regarding pro�table growth. More is not necessarily good,

it’s simply more. We want to add more of the right stu�. Years ago, I asked one of my mentors the best

possible way to grow my plumbing business. He asked me the following question I ask you now: “What is

the most pro�table thing your company does that generates the least amount of complexity?” He

answered the same way I will answer you today, “Go do a whole lot more of that thing!” In today’s world

of information overload, technology and free-�owing capital, it’s become harder than ever to remain

focused because you can do so many things, o�er di�erent services, add locations, etc. Just make sure

you remain committed to being the best at what matters most.

Misconception No. 3: A bigger business will eliminate frustration

We have been taught the right answer regardless of the question is always to grow, grow, grow! While I

sincerely believe that as human beings, we have an innate desire and need to grow, I don’t believe it

always has to do with top-line revenue. I believe our internal purpose as humans is to elevate our own

levels of consciousness. As businesspeople, we happen to utilize our businesses and careers as a

platform for understanding our own conscious levels, as well as identify growth opportunities.

Think about the current size of your business, revenue, trucks and pro�tability. Was there ever a time

when you thought if you could just get to the level you’re at today, things would be easier, you’d be less

stressed and team members and clients would no longer frustrate you? If you’re like myself and countless

other leaders, you have a tendency to fall into a trap of thinking that gratitude, success and ful�llment is

just on the other side of the current level the business is currently experiencing. As you and I have both

proven time and time again, this is simply not true. Don’t get me wrong, bigger business can absolutely

help you to navigate some frustrations, but only if you can lead e�ectively at that desired level. Business

never eliminates frustrations. How you think, act and feel is the only thing that can truly eliminate any

frustration.

There are countless misconceptions when it comes to growing a business — these are just a few for you

to think about. When you get clarity about these three, you can allow yourself some space to grow your

own business — or department you lead — at the right pace. Yes, you need knowledge, but the only thing

that creates sustainable change is e�ective implementation of that knowledge. Trial and error. To do is to

know. What have you learned recently that you need to take action on?

When you try to do too many things at once, nothing gets mastered. Yes, you can do all kinds of things,

and you might even do many of them well. But remember, just because you can, or are capable, does not

mean you should. What are you truly great at? What do you enjoy the most? What makes your company

and service stand out from the competition? Do more of these things!

Recently, I received a great lesson. I had three back-to-back coaching calls in one day. My �rst call was

with an operator of a $3 million company, and he was frustrated. My second call was with the president of

a $25 million company, and he was frustrated. My third call of the day was with the chairman of the board

of a $400 million company, and yep, he was frustrated as well. A bigger company does not automatically

eliminate frustration, my friend.

Remember why you started your business or this career. Revisit who you are and what you enjoy the most

in this industry. Realize that the size you’re currently operating at is the exact right size for you at this

moment in time. Relax a little bit, take a little pressure o� of yourself and make sure you are enjoying this

great game of business we have all chosen.

alphaspirit/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Kenny Chapman, “The Blue Collar Coach,” is an award-winning trainer. Visit www.thebluecollarsuccessgroup.com for more

information.
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CONTRACTOR’S CORNER
B Y  D A V E  Y AT E S

Business insulation
Cash is king in business.

Supply chain disruptions are ever present and show no signs of going away anytime in the near — or

perhaps distant — future. One of the biggest challenges I hear from mechanical contractors is rapidly

changing prices that are eating up pro�ts after being awarded bids, and before the goods required are

purchased. That, and the scarcity of things such as water heaters and HVAC equipment. Wouldn’t it be

nice to have the ability to buy those products well in advance of needing products on a job site?

I started my own mechanical contracting business in September 1979, in the deep depths of a recession.

In order to survive, I needed to insulate my business from all potential business killers: Customers not

paying on time, or maybe not at all without a legal �ght; general contractors who are notorious for

delayed payments or who go bankrupt; commercial customers who often drag out payments for 90 to

180 days; ensure the supply house bills were always paid on time to obtain the discounts; and last but

certainly not least, ensuring payroll was met without fail.

My target goal was to build cash reserves equal to 8% to 15% of my annual supply house purchases.

Maintaining a line of credit is a smart move in case you need to borrow to make ends meet, and

establishing credit is always sound reasoning. Taking out a loan from your line of credit when you don’t

need the money and paying it back early will give you a solid footing with your banker. Just remember

this: Loans charge interest, which costs you money. With a cash reserve, you can coast through the lean

times and earn interest on your money. There are options for parking cash reserves that your trusted

banker or �nancial adviser will help you establish. Bear in mind there needs to be liquidity in those assets

so you can pull out cash if needed.

Always ask your supplier to lock in pricing so that you are

protected for bid work. If they can’t, or won’t, for all but a

brief timeframe, then you need to include similar time

limits on your bids.

Payroll is your top �nancial priority — period. Miss a payroll and you will lose the trust your employees

placed in you. Once that happens, you have burned that bridge and will likely lose employees. Federal

withholding payroll tax must be submitted on time, every time, too. I know one guy who opened his own

mechanical contracting �rm and never submitted the federal withholding taxes for his employees. It takes

the IRS a few years to catch those who fail to submit withholding taxes, but when they did catch that guy,

his �ne equaled the amount of withholding he had kept for himself. He also stole the employees’ so-

called retirement funds. Start-to-�nish (bankruptcy) in three years’ time. Bankruptcy doesn’t provide a get-

out-of-jail-free card where debt to the IRS is concerned.

Do you lease or purchase vehicles? Leasing means monthly payments that never go away and you build

no equity. Lease contracts often include a cap on the maximum miles you can drive before paying

mileage penalties. On the other hand, purchasing your vehicles has de�nite tax advantages, including

depreciation, which helps to lower your business tax burden. Having cash reserves allows you to either

purchase outright or �nance some portion of the new company vehicle. Your accountant should be

consulted to determine what works best for you and your long-term goals.

Cash is king! With today’s uncertain prices for goods, you

can purchase in advance of the need for that project you

bid and were awarded. Always ask your supplier to lock in

pricing so that you are protected for bid work. If they can’t,

or won’t, for all but a brief timeframe, then you need to

include similar time limits on your bids with a clause that

allows you to raise prices if your costs go up before being

awarded the job. If the client won’t accept the terms, you

are gambling on taking a hit to your potential pro�ts or

you can walk away. I was always hesitant to build in cost

increases if our costs went up because that meant

revealing our cost for goods and then justifying markups

that folks always seemed to feel you aren’t entitled to.

Case in point: When we were awarded large commercial bids, I was able to purchase all �xtures, piping,

and/or HVAC equipment at the locked-in pricing we had obtained from our supplier(s). One was for a

hotel renovation where we replaced 140 bathrooms and purchased everything before costs could go up.

The supply house warehoused everything so we could stage deliveries as needed.

If a client thinks they can coerce you into lowering your �nal billing because they think you need the cash

to meet your obligations, that cash reserve puts you in the driver’s seat. That was the agreed upon price

and we’re sticking to it. “You can either take what I’m willing to give you or take me to court!” It didn’t

matter to them that we had a signed contract; they assumed they could bully me by thinking — incorrectly

— that I needed the money in order to keep my business a�oat. Wrong.

When the phones stopped ringing after 9/11, no one went without a paycheck, and we were able to get a

ton of put-o� maintenance done in the shop, build some hydronic panels, have classes on much-needed

training and better organize our inventory (including the �eet of trucks) that helped streamline our

operations once business returned to normal.

Your cash reserve is part of your exit strategy, too. One day you will want to sell your business. Trust me

on this: That day comes at you faster than you might anticipate! In addition to the purchase price for your

business, the new owner(s) can either roll some, or all, of the cash reserves into their business loan so

they have immediate operating capital, or you get to take the cash with you when you walk out the door.

Either way, you get to keep whatever the IRS doesn’t take. Smart money is on having a pow-wow with

your �nancial advisor and/or accountant to make that cash reserve work for you.

Vadzim Kushniarou/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Dave Yates began his career in the PHCP-PVF trades in 1972 with F. W. Behler, a third-generation plumbing/HVAC �rm he

purchased in 1985. He can be reached at dyates@fwbehler.com.
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SERVICE PLUMBING PROS
B Y  M AT T  M I C H E L

10 dismal and 1 positive prediction
for 2022
Prepare your business for the year ahead.

On New Year’s Eve, 2020, many plumbers toasted the end to the unpredictable year. Everyone looked

forward to a return to normality in 2021. Uh, yeah. So, what about 2022? Here are 11 predictions for the

next year.

1. Energy prices will climb

The government’s war on fossil fuels will continue. Already, domestic crude oil production has

plummeted, and the Middle East is not making up the shortfall. Reduced supply of a critical commodity

and higher prices will result. Meanwhile, the government’s love a�air with green energy will continue,

which means still higher energy prices.

2. Inflation will increase

When oil prices rise, the price of just about everything rises. Oil is an input in more than 6,000 products

we consume, wear and depend upon every day. When oil is not a product input, it is a cost input due to

transportation costs. Prices will rise based on the war on fossil fuels alone. Throw in loose money from the

Federal Reserve, combined with wildly out of control de�cit spending, and modest in�ation becomes

signi�cant.

3. Recession will loom

It is dangerous to predict recessions. After all, economists have successfully predicted 20 out of the last

two recessions. Nevertheless, as unlikely as it seems, the economy appears to be slowing in its recovery

from the pandemic depths and more economists are growing bearish.

4. Fear will continue

The fear porn dished out by the government and media will continue. In all likelihood, there will be new,

yet-to-be-named COVID variants. Each will be spun up and presented in the scariest terms possible and

used to keep the public and economy under tight government control.

5. Supply chain shortages will be unsolved

The supply chain problems are solvable in the short term, but they won’t be solved until the long term.

The various links of the chain are not in-sync with each other. People in one link are not going out of their

way to cooperate with people in the next link. We lack leadership in the transportation sector that is

necessary to encourage, cajole, browbeat or force cooperation. We will have to wait until the supply chain

gradually achieves balance.

Recessions do not affect everyone, only those who allow

them. Decide in advance to make 2022 the best year in

the company’s history and refuse to accept anything less,

and it will happen.

6. Government will grow

The government has grown faster in the past in percentage terms, but not in absolute terms. A growing

government is a meddling government, tossing out regulations and red tape that hammers small

businesses. This is contributing to the drop in energy production, rising in�ation, economic headwinds

and supply chain disruptions.

7. Taxes will increase

Contractors will pay more in taxes. Not only will federal taxes increase, but local fees and taxes will

increase. The only question is how much and how fast.

8. Worker shortages will continue

The shortage of labor will not abate. It will be harder than ever to persuade people to work, period. Then,

you will have to compete with every other company searching for warm bodies. This will up the ante on

base pay and bene�ts.

9. Worker entitlement will increase

If a shortage of labor isn’t bad enough, the combination of millennials’ attitudes and COVID is leading to

entitled employees. They do not believe they should be grateful for a job. They think their employers

should be grateful they are willing to work.

10. Most contractors will all but give up

Sadly, most contractors will look at all of the headwinds and conclude it’s too much. They will withdraw

from the marketplace and hope to survive by saving their way to prosperity while serving existing

customers.

11. Some contractors will prosper

The biggest recession will be between the ears of the contractors who decide the world is against them

and they cannot prosper. Nonsense. No matter what the economy does, there will always be a need for

plumbing. They will take advantage of plumbers who turn turtle and try to hide their way to good times by

increasing their marketing and advertising.

Recessions do not a�ect everyone, only those who allow them. Decide in advance to make 2022 the best

year in the company’s history and refuse to accept anything less, and it will happen. Give up or prosper.

The choice is yours.

Nuthawut Somsuk/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Matt Michel is the founder of Service Nation. He can be reached at matt.michel@serviceroundtable.com.
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PLUMBING PRIMER
B Y  J U L I U S  B A L L A N C O  

Plumbing for aging in place
Plumbing codes, design layouts and plumbing �xtures have been
adjusted to accommodate the aging population.

The baby boomer generation is reaching retirement age, and many are planning to age in place. As the

body ages, the use of plumbing �xtures changes. The aging body no longer has the strength and

�exibility of the younger body. Add to that possible medical issues and it is clear that for many aging in

place, there needs to be changes to the plumbing in the home.

There have been many adjustments made to plumbing �xtures, plumbing codes, building codes,

accessibility standards and design layouts to address the elderly population. New in the codes are

requirements that address assisted-use plumbing �xtures. These �xtures are di�erent than (handicap)

accessible �xtures in that they are designed for those needing assistance. Also new are adult changing

stations installed in public toilet rooms.

Many of the assisted living plumbing designs can also be used for aging in place. The concept is similar

in that the plumbing �xtures are made easier to use by those less mobile and/or having lost body

strength.

In the kitchen

The most popular kitchen faucet is the pullout spray faucet. While this style of faucet was not designed for

the elderly, they are favored by the older population since it provides the convenience of the side spray

without the need to manipulate the on/o� feature.

Automatic faucets also help the elderly. Whether the faucet activates by touch, electric beam or Alexa, the

convenience is very attractive. The boomer generation is quite adept at using electronic- and computer-

operated systems. When Alexa faucets were announced, it was the older generation that clamored to buy

the faucets. They were used to Alexa, and they could a�ord the high price tag for the faucets.

Other selling features in a kitchen include the single compartment kitchen sink, hot water dispensers and

drawer dishwashers. As lifestyles change, there tends to be a switch from a two- or three-compartment

kitchen sink to a single compartment. Interestingly, some like a deep bowl sink, while others prefer a

shallow bowl sink. The beauty is that manufacturers provide many options.

The mistake with kitchen sinks is that the salesperson or plumbing contractor will often try to talk an older

individual out of buying a given style of sink. They provide all of the reasons as to why they would prefer

a di�erent style. The mistake that is made is that most elderly know what they want. Many have studied

the internet or used the �xture at a friends’ or while out of town. A happier customer is one that receives

the sink they asked to have installed.

Hot water dispensers on kitchen sinks are also popular with the older generation. There is no longer a

concern with a child being scalded. Dispensers provide instant hot water for making tea, instant co�ee or

soup.

Drawer-style dishwashers are also very popular when there are only one or two people living in a home.

Both the single and double drawer dishwashers can be �lled and run with fewer dishes. While raising a

family, people get used to running the dishwasher every day. When the kids are gone, there is still a

desire to run the dishwasher every day. The smaller size of the drawer dishwasher makes that possible.

The other bene�t of a drawer dishwasher is that they are easier to load and unload. There is no bending

down or lowering and lifting the door. The drawer slides out and is �lled or emptied.

A single, deep bowl kitchen sink with touch pullout spray faucet, hot water dispenser and a drawer-style dishwasher.

The laundry room

Homes with basements typically had the laundry connections located in the basement. A modern

convenience in newer homes is the location of the laundry room on the main level of the house. For

existing homes, this can be an easy conversion in an existing bathroom. If the home has three or four

bathrooms, one can be converted to a laundry room by the removal of the bathtub or shower.

If a bathtub exists in a bathroom, there is room

for a washer and dryer. The plumbing

connections are already in the wall. Sometimes

the water closet and lavatory are left in the room

with only the bathtub or shower removed to

accommodate the washer and dryer. Other

times, all of the �xtures are removed with a

complete laundry room in a former bathroom.

Plus, there is always an option to install a

laundry tray since the plumbing is there for the

lavatory.

The di�culty in converting a bathroom to a

laundry room can be running either the gas or

electric for the dryer. Since most bathrooms are

on the exterior wall, the gas and/or electric can

always be run on the outside and brought

through the wall. Currently, 80% of dryers

installed in residential homes are electric. Thus,

even if gas is installed, a good practice is to

have the electrician run 240V to the laundry

room.

A bathroom converted to a main-floor laundry room. Both gas and electric are

provided for the dryer.

In the bathroom

The bathroom presents the biggest challenge for aging in place. The challenge centers around mobility.

When people decide not to move and continue living in their home, they are normally very mobile. Many

will feel healthy and in good shape. However, over time, that changes. Mobility issues often begin with

people slowing down and losing upper body strength. As the knees start to go, the bathroom plumbing

�xtures become more di�cult to use. Some people will have to transition to canes, then walkers and

�nally wheelchairs.

The �rst �xture that becomes impossible to use is the bathtub. Stepping over the rim of the tub and

climbing out after a bath or shower becomes di�cult to impossible. The bathtub can be replaced with a

shower. Many shower manufacturers have developed showers designed to �t in the place of a removed

bathtub.

One of the issues with switching out a bathtub for a shower is the drain size. If the jurisdiction adopts the

International Plumbing Code or International Residential Code, this does not pose a problem. Both of

these codes allow a shower drain to be 1 1/2-inch, the same as a bathtub drain.

The Uniform Plumbing Code requires a 2-inch shower drain. However, a recent change to the code

resulted in a new allowance for a 1 1/2-inch shower drain when the bathtub is changed to a shower. This

code change was speci�cally geared toward aging in place.

A shower for the elderly needs to include three features not normally installed in a typical shower. The

shower should have a seat. Fixed seating always performs better and prevents accidents that occur with

temporary seats. Some showers will have built-in seats while others have accessible seats added to the

wall opposite the shower valve.

The shower should have a handheld showerhead, as well as, an overhead showerhead. The handheld

showerhead allows the taking of a shower when seated. It also allows for the easy washing of hair.

The shower valve needs to be a thermostatic mixing valve as opposed to a balanced pressure mixing

valve. The thermostatic mixing valve maintains the water temperature regardless of the incoming hot and

cold water temperatures.

The �nal consideration is grab bars. As one expert in the research of the aging states, “There are never

enough grab bars.” He has identi�ed vertical grab bars as being extremely important in a shower. He also

shows grab bars on the entry into the shower to help move into and out of the space.

Some have questioned whether the 2-inch threshold into the shower presents a problem for aging in

place. It is well understood that, for a handicapped shower, a threshold is not permitted. For aging in

place, the threshold does not pose a problem since the movement over a 2-inch obstruction can be

accomplished. The zero threshold accessible shower is designed for allowing a wheelchair to wheel into

the shower compartment. This is one of the di�erences between aging in place plumbing and accessible

plumbing.

One of the few �xtures that does not require any change is the lavatory. While there are many automatic

faucets for lavatories, the standard lavatory faucet is preferred by the elderly in a home.

The only complaint by the elderly population regarding a lavatory is with the over�ow. They often ask

why there is an over�ow. The criticism is the cleaning of the over�ow — they get dirty and disgusting with

things growing in the passageway. Why any manufacturer still includes a lavatory over�ow is puzzling.

The plumbing codes did away with the requirement for a lavatory over�ow more than 30 years ago.

Perhaps the problem is that plumbing codes did not outlaw over�ows, they merely have requirements if

someone feels the need to include an over�ow. Whether it is for aging in place or any residential

installation, plumbing contractors should only install lavatories that do not have over�ows. That results in

a healthy home.

Rather than accessible grab bars found in commercial

toilet rooms, the preferred grab bar for those aging in

place is the swing-down, swing-up grab bar.

The water closet becomes the plumbing �xture that is most di�cult to use as mobility changes. The

bending down and getting up after use becomes problematic. To make the transition to a water closet a

little easier for those con�ned to a wheelchair, plumbing manufacturers have developed an accessible

water closet bowl. The height of an accessible water closet bowl is 2 to 4 inches higher than the standard

bowl height.

The taller height water closet bowl can be both a blessing and a curse. Having the seat at a higher level

makes lowering and raising easier. The Building Code requires accessible water closets for both

accessible (handicapped) �xtures and assisted use �xtures. The accessible bowl can be installed in a

home to help the elderly. However, the taller height bowl may result in a higher incident of constipation.

Studies performed in the 1950s and 1960s by Professor Alexander Kira at Cornell University identi�ed the

proper posture for using a water closet. Kira indicated the higher bowl height can cause a problem with

straining and relaxing of the sphincter. He identi�ed the best position for defecating as being the full

squat, common in many Asian countries. Prof. Kira even suggested a water closet with pegs on the side of

the bowl to place one’s feet after sitting down. Thus, the body’s position would be adjusted to assist in

defecating.

Many years after Kira’s research, one of the responses to this problem was the invention of the Squatty

Potty, which became popular on the TV show “Shark Tank.” The product helps with the problem of a

higher height accessible water closet bowl by providing a stool to elevate your feet after sitting on the

bowl. Although the original sales feature was for standard height bowls, such a product can be used for

the higher height accessible water closet. Any stool or means of elevating the feet after sitting provides a

better position for using the water closet.     

A more important feature is grab bars for the water closet. Rather than accessible grab bars found in

commercial toilet rooms, the preferred grab bar for those aging in place is the swingdown, swing-up grab

bar. This style of grab bar is available both wall mounted and �oor mounted. When needed, the grab bar

easily swings down to assist in the transfer to the water closet. When done, the grab bar swings up out of

the way. The grab bars are not in the way for those who may not require the use of grab bars. The swing-

down, swing-up grab bars can be installed on one side of the water closet or both sides. They are even

available with the toilet paper holder on the end of the grab bar.

Swing-down, swing-up grab bars. Photo courtesy of the American Institute of Architects, Design for Aging Knowledge Community.

Conventional grab bars can also be installed when there is a side wall close enough to the water closet.

Unlike accessible water closets, installing a rear grab bar does not serve much purpose. The side grab

bars are the ones used by the aging in place.

Selling the concept

The plumbing contractor normally has a working relationship with customers planning to age in place.

That relationship provides the opportunity to identify the options available for upgrading the plumbing

system.

When speaking to your customer, have all of the numerous options available to show them. The decision

to make changes to the plumbing may take time. But the customer needs to be aware that, rather than

waiting until it is too late, it is better to prepare for the future. Presenting options while still very mobile will

help guide them to a happy retirement.

As they age, they will thank you for the foresight in providing usable plumbing �xtures.
Onzeg/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE is president of J.B. Engineering and Code Consulting, P.C. in Munster, Indiana. He can be

reached by email at jbengineer@aol.com.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
B Y  A L O K  C H A N A N I

A veteran’s guide to recruiting
former service members to the
trades
Hiring veterans can help contractors gain a competitive edge during
the labor shortage.

The shortage of skilled labor in the trades and service industries was already a chronic problem when

COVID-19 emerged. The disruptions and economic consequences of the pandemic have exacerbated the

issue and made it a national crisis. Employers in manufacturing, construction, transportation, �eld services

and many other sectors are desperate for quali�ed experts.

Experts have suggested a number of solutions — technology, education and training and awareness

campaigns to challenge misconceptions about careers in the trades. Those are all worthwhile, and at

BuildOps we’re committed to long-term investments that support talent and recruiting in our industry.

But contractors are hurting now. They need workers immediately in order to continue delivering the high-

quality service their customers demand. We need to help them secure opportunities to recruit talented,

reliable, experienced, team- and goal-oriented team members who can help them stay competitive and

build lasting shared success.

With last month’s Veteran’s Day in mind, I’d like to highlight the enormous pool of talent represented by

U.S. military veterans. As a veteran, I understand the values and commitment former service members can

bring to any team. As an entrepreneur and business leader, I also recognize that veterans can reap

powerful bene�ts from careers in the trades.

Every November, we honor the people who have bravely sacri�ced to protect our country’s freedom by

serving in the military. We don’t always take the time to think about who those people are.

U.S. military veterans represent a diverse and talented but undervalued segment of the workforce. Out of

more than 18 million former service members in the country, more than 5 million are between the prime

working ages of 18 and 54.

Veterans come from a wide variety of backgrounds and they have unique experiences that can’t be

replicated in civilian life. Military service instills a sense of duty and team responsibility that employers

highly value. Veterans tend to have a great ability to act urgently, remain calm under pressure and make

tough decisions. Additionally, veterans bring higher than average loyalty and trustworthiness to the

companies they work for.

The trades o�er valuable opportunities for workers at any stage of their careers. Vocational training is an

often overlooked alternative to college, and can also provide a foundation for those seeking to shift

career tracks. Many veterans are able to leverage the skills they learned in the military into a vocation.

That may not be enough to eliminate the skilled labor gap, but tapping into that wide pool of available

workers could help the industry get a head start on reinventing itself for the future.

Not only are you tapping into a disciplined, experienced,

trusted segment of the workforce; you’ll be building an

infrastructure that can help fortify your business against

the labor crisis and help you gain a competitive edge.

Reaching veterans

It takes a lot more than a few job ads to connect with the veteran community on an authentic level. It

helps to have veteran team members who can mentor new talent and also help you build and implement

an e�ective strategy.

Start with your existing team. If any of your team members have served in the Armed Forces,

task them with connecting with the other veterans they know. Ask them to help you connect with

local veterans organizations, and use their insight to guide your recruiting strategy.

Build a pipeline. Start a dedicated program for recruiting veteran talent. Consider partnering with

a hiring service that connects veterans and private employers. Visit job and career fairs for the

military community, and connect directly with any military installations in your area.

Training. Invest in training and continuing education opportunities for veteran employees.

Helping o�set the costs of vocational or trade school is a major incentive. On-the-job training

allows ex-service members to securely transition to civilian life.

Respect veterans and service members. Establish an authentic relationship with the veterans,

service members and their families in your community, and recognize the sacri�ces made by

those who work for you. Attend local events that support and honor the military, and o�er

discounts for service members and veterans, as well as �rst responders.

For many contractors, it’s hard to see any positives in the current labor conditions. But a committed

program for recruiting and training veterans is a win/win. The trades o�er a great opportunity for those

leaving the military and re-entering civilian life as well as veterans in mid-career looking for new

challenges and rewards.

A focused e�ort to bring former military personnel onto the team is also an opportunity for employers. Not

only are you tapping into a disciplined, experienced, trusted segment of the workforce; you’ll be building

an infrastructure that can help fortify your business against the labor crisis and help you gain a

competitive edge.

CatLane/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Alok Chanani is an entrepreneur who spent nearly a decade as the founder/CEO of USA Commercial, a

development/construction company that built apartment buildings, hotels and large-scale commercial projects in Los Angeles,

Austin, Detroit and Seattle. During this time, Chanani realized how innovative technology could change the lives of the specialty

contractors he was working with and inspired him to launch an incredibly modern, robust software solution. A former U.S. Army

Captain, Chanani served as an infantry platoon leader, combat engineer and unit commander in Baghdad, spending a year moving

hundreds of millions of USD in cash around Iraq. He has a bachelor’s degree from Cornell University, and an MBA in real estate

from the Wharton School.
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GUEST EDITORIAL
B Y  T O M  G R A N D Y

Determine how your pro�t will be
spent ahead of time
Part 1 of a two-part series.

Nearly all dollars a company spends have been predetermined…except pro�t. Labor and materials dollars

are predetermined based on the job. All overhead costs have been directed where to go. Speci�c dollars

have been pre-allocated for rent, utilities, insurance, etc. However, pro�t tends to be the redheaded

stepchild. It sits around until somebody decides to buy an extra tool or perhaps the owner takes a

weekend trip with the family. The pro�t literally gets frittered away until it’s all gone. That needs to change!

As Dave Ramsey says, “We need to tell every dollar how it will be spent, ahead of time.”

This will be a two-part article. Part I will deal with determining what “real” pro�t the company has from a

cash �ow standpoint. The second article will deal speci�cally with what percentage of the “real” pro�t

should be allocated for what. Pro�t from an accounting standpoint is far di�erent than the “real” pro�t

viewed from a cash �ow perspective. Below is a simpli�ed P/L statement from an accounting perspective.

ENLARGE

Obviously, from an accounting standpoint, the company generated a $21,500 net pro�t or 13.5%.

Everything looks great. The bottom line is that the company will pay taxes based on the “accounting” net

pro�t of $21,500. However, there is a slight problem. Additional money �owed out of the company (from a

cash �ow perspective) that accounting literally ignores. By the way, it’s not the accountant’s fault, the rules

are set by the Internal Revenue Service! Your accountant is simply following the rules.

Below, we will discuss what needs to be considered, from a cash �ow perspective, to come up with the

“real” pro�t.

Equipment replacement cost — Depreciation is an accounting term, and it deals with what the

company paid for a piece of equipment, and/or vehicle, years ago. Equipment replacement costs

deal with what it’s going to cost in the future in order to replace that piece of equipment when it

wears out. Let’s assume the vehicle will last the company four more years and it will cost the

company $40,000 to replace it four years from today. That means the company will need to build

$10,000/year ($40,000/4 years = $10,000) into its overhead in order to be able to pay cash for the

new piece of equipment four years from today. Equipment replacement costs are typically 25% to

50% higher than depreciation.

Debt repayment — Debt can take many forms. It might be repayment of a line of credit, money

owed the owner or a family member, or perhaps overdue taxes and penalties. Any principal

payments on these items will not show up on the company’s P/L statement, however the dollars

actually did �ow out of the company.

Loan principle – Loan payments are made up of principal and interest. The interest shows up on

the company’s P/L statement as an overhead expense, but the principle does not. Again, the

principle part of the payment really did �ow out of the company, but it does not show up on the

P/L statement.

Hill & Valley account — This will be a new term for most readers. The Hill & Valley account is

literally money held back for those typical 90 slow days most trades companies incur each year.

During those slow times the bills still need to be paid. The Hill & Valley account basically saves

money back to cover those slow times. There are two ways to fund the Hill & Valley account.

The �rst is included here where the company literally picks a dollar �gure and treats it like any other bill

via putting a speci�c amount of money back into a savings account each month. We will deal with a

second way to fund the Hill & Valley Account next month.

Below, you will see what the companies “real” pro�t looks like after accounting for the above four items.

These are real costs of doing business, and the money literally �owed out of the company, but was not

considered from an accounting/IRS perspective.

ENLARGE

Note the accounting P/L statement showed a net pro�t of $21,500 of which the company will be forced to

pay taxes on. However, from a cash �ow perspective, the “real” net pro�t (money left in the checkbook) is

only $13,021 or a net pro�t of 8.2%.

We now know what the company’s “real” net pro�t is. The next step is to predetermine how that “real”

pro�t will be allocated each month. That will be the subject of next month’s article.

Keeping track of dollars is one thing. Keeping track of company policies is quite another. Every company

should have a company policy manual that details everything from vacation policies to drug testing. Once

created, every employee needs to sign o� on it.

However, that takes time, right? Wrong! This month’s website special is our 96-page company policy

manual provided in Microsoft Word so the company owner can easily add, change, modify or delete

sections in order to customize the manual. The normal investment is $134, but this month it’s only $97.

Order today!

Gearstd/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Tom Grandy has more than 50 years of experience in industry and small business. He has worked as the general manager of a

service company, was regional director of company development for the DIAL ONE franchise and is the Founder of Grandy &

Associates.
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PLUMBING INDUSTRY

Market predictions and expected

trends for the year ahead.

After the past two years, the entire world —
plumbing industry included — is waiting for
things to return to normal. This past year
gave us some normalcy with a return of in-
person meetings and events; however, with
this latest spike in COVID-19 cases and the
continuing supply chain issues and rising
material costs, normal may be a bit further
away than we hope. Nevertheless, PHVAC
industry experts are cautiously optimistic
about new opportunities available in 2022.

Quick, simple
replacement

 Creative problem
solving
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Technology and talent
lead the PHVAC industry

into the future
Baylie Frost, VDC lead for Harvey’s Plumbing & Heating,

represents the next generation of the plumbing industry.

Virtual design and construction is just one of the many new

technologies transforming the construction industry.

B Y  B A R R Y  C A M P B E L L

“I don’t think people care that I’m young, or female. They care about what I know.”

Those words, spoken by Baylie Frost, a virtual design and construction (VDC) lead at
Harvey’s Plumbing & Heating in Bozeman, Montana, must be music to the ears of an

industry that is seeking to attract more talented young people to its ranks.

And in 26-year-old Frost, the industry has found a “natural” — someone who says she has always been

fascinated by the design of homes and buildings.

“As a child, I was weirdly into looking into people’s houses,” Frost says. “Not to creep on them; I wasn’t

interested in the people in the houses, just the setup of the houses themselves. So I thought, ‘OK, clearly

I’m interested in building or creating houses.’”

Given that, it’s not surprising that she loves having the opportunity to work in VDC, one of the ever-

growing lists of so many new technologies transforming the construction industry. For those who are

unfamiliar with VDC, think of it as CAD on steroids.

“At the jobsite I use a Leica RTC360 laser scanner and a Total Station to gather information, then I bring

that information back to the o�ce where I stitch it together and create a point cloud,” Frost explains. “I

load that into my computer along with the rough CAD piping drawings from the architects. The scans from

the jobsite allow me to adjust the CAD drawings to real-world conditions. From there, I’m able to basically

create a 100% accurate piping diagram. I can tell our plumbers exactly which pieces and �ttings they’ll

need.”

The new face of the industry? Designing piping systems virtually

can result in nearly 100% accuracy.

A degree and a decision

Frost’s entry into the plumbing and HVAC industry began when she studied architecture for a semester at

Montana State University. She quickly discovered it wasn’t what she was seeking; she was more

interested in the construction side of the business. Then she learned that Gallatin College, an MSU

a�liate, had a drafting program.

“I checked that out and realized it was exactly what I wanted to do,” she says. “For some of the classes,

we would go to construction sites and follow projects from foundation to framing to �nish work, and I

thought that whole process was totally cool.”

In order to graduate from the two-year associate’s program at Gallatin College, Frost was required to get

an internship. Someone suggested Harvey’s, but she hesitated.

“I thought, a plumbing and heating company? I’m a drafter, I don’t know what I’m going to be drawing

there, that seems kind of dumb. So I almost didn’t apply.”

Ultimately — wanting to earn her degree and needing a job — Frost applied at Harvey’s. The interview

went well, and they brought her on. That was in 2017, and she was promoted to VDC lead in 2019.

Frost notes that even in her brief time at Harvey’s she has experienced leaps in drafting technology.

“When I started, you’d get a CAD �le, try to draw in plumbing systems, and turn those out as best you

could,” she says. “Then we got our �rst scanners, and our minds were blown. It has continued to take o�

from there.”

Frost notes that companies who o�er a comprehensive library of Revit �les for their products, such as

polypropylene pipe manufacturer Aquatherm, make it easier for her to design accurate systems in the era

of VDC.

“We use fabrication parts out of Autodesk CAMduct ITM content, and it’s a big plus for Aquatherm that we

can just pull in the Revit �les and know they’ll all be dimensionally accurate,” she says. “In addition,

Aquatherm is a lot easier to work with physically than metal pipe. It’s easier on our guys and easier to

prefab and install. And it looks a lot nicer than steel or copper pipe.”

Challenges and rewards

Like any job, being the VDC lead has its share of

challenges. According to Frost, obtaining all the

latest and most up-to-date information — such

as equipment types, CAD �les, spec sheets and

so on — at the beginning of a project is always

a challenge.

In addition, although she prides herself on

making sure her plans are clear and accurate,

she has to allow for the fact that a construction

site can be an unpredictable place.

“For the installers, there’s a �ne line between

following my plans to a ‘T’ and dealing with

unforeseen circumstances out in the �eld,” she

says. “We may have scanned and planned

everything accurately, but then maybe the

electrical contractor came along and put a

junction box in our way. It wasn’t there when we

scanned, but it’s there now and we have to

make sure our guys have what they need to

o�set around it.”

If jobsite unpredictability represents the

downside of her job, Frost says the part of the

job she enjoys the most is watching her

drawings go from concepts to actual installed

systems.

As much as she appreciates the laser scanner, Baylie Frost enjoys using a Total

Station on the jobsite because, “I like to feel a little more involved rather than

just setting up the scanner and waiting for it to do its thing.”

“Coordinating these systems is like solving a puzzle. You have all these di�erent pieces and you keep

trying to �t them into certain spots until everything gets organized and straightened out,” she says. “It’s

very satisfying when you have everything fully coordinated and you give your drawings to the guys in the

�eld, and everything goes well.”

Facing the unknown

Frost admits she didn’t know what to expect when she �rst entered the traditionally male-dominated

PHVAC construction �eld. Not only was she new on the job, but she also obviously was young and

female.

“Not knowing anything and being a girl in this �eld was pretty intimidating,” she says. “Most guys just

aren’t used to girls being on jobsites, so at �rst you tend to get a lot of stares. Now that I’ve been doing

this for a while, the guys have gotten used to me and they don’t think twice about it. And from my own

perspective, I’ll admit that I kind of came into this with an image of the ‘typical construction worker,’ being

some rude and crude guy who wouldn’t like working with a woman. I’m very happy to say that has

absolutely not been the case.”

Frost makes it clear, however, that anyone and everyone entering the �eld must prove themselves.

“Just as I don’t think there should be any additional hurdles for women compared to men, I don’t think

there should be any special considerations just because you’re female, either,” she explains. “If you want

to be in this industry you have to work hard and make yourself valuable.”

“I’ll admit that I kind of came into this with an image of the ‘typical

construction worker,’ being some rude and crude guy who

wouldn’t like working with a woman. I’m very happy to say that has

absolutely not been the case.”  – BAYLIE FROST

Praise from a GC

Jonah Studer, a project engineer at Dick Anderson Construction in Bozeman, recently worked with Frost

on the piping system for a new �ve-story, mixed-use building. He praises Frost for always being ahead of

the game when it came to keeping his company informed and up-to-date throughout the project.

“Baylie was awesome,” Studer says. “She was always the �rst to reach out and let us know what their plan

was as a subcontractor on our site — when they needed to be here and what their timeframe was to get

their work done. As a general contractor, having the subs reach out in advance to let us know their

schedules and their needs makes it a lot easier for us to accommodate them.”

Studer adds that he had absolutely no concerns when it came to working with Frost.

“Age, gender, race — to me it’s all irrelevant,” he says. “At the end of the day what matters is your

knowledge and your willingness to constantly learn new things. The technology in our industry is

advancing rapidly, and it doesn’t matter if you’re old, young, male, female, as long as you’re learning and

picking up new things every day.”

Studer is also open-minded when it comes to new products. The mixed-use project he worked on with

Frost, for example, was his �rst large-scale experience using Aquatherm polypropylene pipe.

“I haven’t dealt with Aquatherm too much, but it de�nitely went in smoothly on our project,” he says.

“Being open to new products is all part of that willingness to embrace new technology and do new

things, to understand that ‘that’s the way it has always been done,’ isn’t necessarily the best way to do

something.”

‘Almost endless’ opportunities

Mitch Rausch, operations manager for Harvey’s Plumbing & Heating, says Frost’s work ethic, ability to

�nd solutions to complex problems and willingness to learn are some of the qualities that have made her

successful.

“Baylie started with us with a degree in Revit, but with no mechanical or plumbing industry experience,”

Rausch says. “She listened, took direction, and expanded her knowledge of plumbing and mechanical

code very quickly.”

Rausch adds that opportunities in the �eld of mechanical and plumbing design are almost endless.

Although it is a relatively new career path, he says, it is growing exponentially and will soon be the norm

for the whole construction industry.

“Whether as an engineer, system designer, or BIM and clash detection coordinator, the shortage of

experienced �eld tradesmen makes it vital to replace their knowledge and expertise with virtual design

and construction,” Rausch says. “For us at Harvey’s Plumbing & Heating, our only current cap on positions

is our ability to �nd quali�ed individuals, not the number of positions we have to o�er.

“There currently is a stigma that the trades are a lesser career path due to the manual labor aspect, and

VDC/modeling is the way to �ll/supplement these needed jobs in the construction industry,” he adds.

Frost agrees with Rausch’s assessment. “It seems like a lot of younger people don’t understand the

opportunities available to them in the trades, which is unfortunate because the trades o�er interesting,

good-paying jobs,” she says.

A good word for the industry

Everyone knows the HVAC/P industry — along with many other trades — is facing a critical shortage of

skilled labor, in part because the work is perceived as dirty and low-tech. Frost’s experience is not

typically what young people think of when they think of “plumbing,” and she is not hesitant to share her

eye-opening experiences in the PHVAC world with others. “I totally geek out about this stu�,” she says.

So, what would Frost tell a friend about choosing a career in the plumbing and mechanical �eld?

“It’s not easy. You de�nitely have to be passionate about it and put the time and e�ort in,” she says, “but if

you’re a hard worker and you’re willing to learn, it’s really satisfying. As your knowledge grows so does

your con�dence. One of my favorite things is learning from each project: Taking all the information I

learned from the previous job and applying it to the next one and making each project better and better.

“I tell everyone that I kind of accidentally fell into this job, and I didn’t realize I would enjoy it so much,”

Frost adds. “But the more I got into it and started learning about mechanical systems and plumbing, it

kept being really interesting. I wanted to know more, I wanted to see more, I wanted to learn more about

how it’s actually done in the �eld. And then I begin to receive feedback from the �eld crews and that just

pushed me to know and do even more.”

Photos courtesy of Harvey’s Plumbing & Heating.

Barry Campbell is vice president of marketing for Aquatherm.
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Geothermal heat pumps:
The solution for

residential developments
Geothermal offers increased comfort and sustainability for

environmentally conscious homeowners.

Whisper Valley, a master-planned community in Austin, Texas,

harnesses renewable geothermal and solar energy combined with

smart home and efficiency innovations to create a sustainable

community to protect the climate and preserve natural resources.

B Y  T I M  W R I G H T

What does a looming housing shortage, a signi�cant increase in energy prices and 52% of home buyers

ready to heat and cool their homes with electricity have in common? They’re all remedied in the same

way: All-geothermal residential developments.

Whisper Valley, a master-planned community in Austin, Texas; Serenbe, an intentional community outside

of Atlanta, Georgia; Trillith, a community made for storytellers, in Fayetteville, Georgia; and The Gardens

at Arbor Springs, a maintenance-free community geared toward those 55 and older in Newnan, Georgia,

have several things in common, and it’s not just that most are located in Georgia. While each community’s

concept varies, they share one common theme — the homes in these residential developments use

geothermal heat pumps to heat and cool, with many manufactured by Enertech Global.

Using geothermal means more than savings on utility bills, a commitment to lessening environmental

impact and improved air quality. By choosing geothermal heat pumps, each of these communities made

the investment to bring a higher quality of living to homeowners at scale. And according to the most

recent “What Home Buyers Really Want” report from the National Association of Home Builders,

homeowners expect this type of investment and will pay more for it in light of economic, environmental

and health policies and changes over the last several years. This report states that 60% of buyers prefer

to purchase a newly-built home, 78% are concerned about the impact this new home has on the

environment and more than half are willing to pay $5,000 more on top of the price of the home if it

means saving $1,000 per year in utilities. All these trends indicate a need for all-geothermal communities.

78% [of buyers] are concerned about the impact a new home has on the

environment and more than half are willing to pay $5,000 more on top of

the price of the home if it means saving $1,000 per year in utilities.

Many of the geothermal heat pumps used in the Whisper Valley development are manufactured by Enertech Global.

For these residential developments, geothermal has met and exceeded performance expectations. In

February 2021, when a Texas snowstorm left millions across the state without power and heat during

freezing temperatures, residents at Whisper Valley felt minimal impact. After an initial loss of power,

Bluebonnet Electric restored power to Whisper Valley homeowners and continued providing it during

ongoing freezing temperatures and a second snowstorm. EcoSmart Solution, green-energy services

provider for Whisper Valley, credits its GeoGrid (EcoSmart’s hybrid ground loop system) and each home’s

geothermal heat pump for keeping homeowners comfortable while still using low energy in the worst of

outdoor conditions.

David Currie, community relations manager for EcoSmart Solution, adds: “Because of our remote

monitoring systems, EcoSmart Solution team members outside of Texas were able to have overwatch with

the GeoGrid when the local team couldn’t. The GeoGrid performed magni�cently, resilient from the cold

due to being under the ground, and provided warm temperatures over 50° F to homes that were facing

10° F or lower surface temperatures. Being able to see that brought a great deal of comfort to both our

team and our homeowners.”

Further, with a HERS rating of 25 or less, Whisper Valley homeowners enjoy an average of $1,250 per

year or more in utility savings, depending on personal energy behaviors. Not only does geothermal

lessen the burden on the energy grid, but it also saves homeowners money year after year.

A common misconception exists that geothermal brings too much overhead to maintain pro�tability for

developers. That’s where community-wide ground loop �elds are gaining popularity. With this concept

comes companies that essentially act as utility providers. Orca Energy, a U.S. geothermal ground loop

utility provider, handles the related system design, drilling, pipes, loops, valves and �ttings for connection.

Like any other utility, it obtains a right-of-way on each property to provide and access the ground loop

�eld for each home. Orca covers the cost of the underground infrastructure, so there’s no additional cost

associated with geothermal for developers and builders. Homeowners enter into an agreement with Orca,

paying a small connection fee each month to access the community-wide ground loop �eld.

Each Whisper Valley home is connected to the geothermal ground loop through a geothermal heat pump which provides heating, cooling and hot water

while reducing consumption by up to 70%.

While their vision and community perks may di�er, each of the developments mentioned previously o�er

people a home where they have a true sense of community, experience walkability, lower their

environmental impact and bene�t from cost savings on utility bills. Geothermal truly checks all the boxes

for these communities. It’s low maintenance, o�ers enhanced home comfort, has no exposed outdoor

equipment — the list goes on. At a time when energy prices are volatile, each homeowner in these

developments can rest easy knowing they won’t be signi�cantly impacted as it relates to keeping their

home comfortable year-round.

Local plumbing and HVAC contractors and distributors bene�t from these communities, as well. Plumbing

and HVAC contractors in the area become partners for the geothermal provider, entering into installation

and ongoing service/maintenance agreements. In Orca Energy’s case, they’ll even provide training for

installing partners if they’re concerned about a lack of experience with geothermal technology. This way,

contractors can expand their teams’ skillset and expertise. Distributors like Supplied Energy, a geothermal

equipment provider for many of the residential developments in Georgia, have a unique opportunity to

move product at volum but also work with other relevant stakeholders to further partnerships. It’s a win-

win for all involved.

With companies like EcoSmart Solutions and Orca Energy, there are creative yet simple ways for

developers to include geothermal in their next project. Don’t hesitate to think outside the box (or outside

the unit, in our case) and suggest or include geothermal for an upcoming development.

Photos courtesy of Enertech Global. Geothermal vector by Shai-Halud/iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images

Tim Wright  is the chief strategy o�cer at Enertech Global. He oversees the company’s customer solutions, commercial, and

residential sales departments. He began his career in the geothermal industry in 1988, selling geothermal to home owners and

builders. He serves on the board of directors for IGSHPA, the California Geothermal Heat Pump Association, and the Virginia

Geothermal Heat Pump Association. Wright enjoys taking walks with his wife and being an active member at his church.
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Circulator pump reliability in
extreme conditions

Renovation reduces energy consumption for military base housing.

The finished installation of complete boiler room

renovation at an oceanfront resort, converted from an

oil to gas system with three Grundfos ALPHA2 26-99

and four MAGNA3 32-60 pumps. Photo courtesy of

Harold McMahon Plumbing & Heating.

B Y  B R A D  J A C O B S

C A S E  S T U DY

On a military base in east-central Alaska — where the average winter temperature is 16° F with lows that

fall well below minus 50° at times — dependable, low-maintenance winter heating systems are critical for

the active-duty military families and Department of Defense civilians who live on the military post.

The company that owns and manages the on-base military housing units was faced with a challenge

when renovating the base housing mechanical systems. The original heating system circulators were

outdated and ine�cient. In addition, many of the older circulators were the three-piece oil-lubricated type

with mechanical seals that required yearly maintenance and costly part replacements.

Extreme winter temperatures demand a reliable maintenance-free circulator design, and the Grundfos

portfolio of wet rotor circulators �t the bill for the frigid Alaskan climate that requires a signi�cantly higher

energy cost to run around the clock. The average residential rate in the region is 24 cents per kWh, which

is double the national average. Given the high electricity costs in the region and the high system run

hours, reducing the overall energy consumption played a major role in the renovation.

LEFT: The Grundfos MAGNA1 RIGHT: The Grundfos MAGNA3

Photos courtesy of Grundfos.

High-efficiency solution

Low maintenance and reliability are crucial in remote areas like this one. The building management

company owners were impressed with the maintenance-free, wet rotor design of the Grundfos MAGNA

circulators. The energy-e�cient, variable-speed, electronically commutated motor (ECM) design

convinced the company’s mechanical engineering �rm and its technicians that the MAGNA circulators

were the perfect choice for their heating system upgrade.

The conventional two-story townhouse units included basement mechanical rooms served by a steam-to-

high temperature glycol heat exchanger that was powered by the central steam plant. The MAGNA1 32-

100 distributes the desired �ow to satisfy heating demands in the individual loops with a high output

copper-�n baseboard and high-mass radiant �oor heating. A MAGNA1 50-150 serves the main glycol loop

o� the heat exchanger.

MAGNA1 is a high-e�ciency solution when a standard circulator pump is needed. It includes all the

e�ciencies of the permanent magnet motor, as well as three control modes with nine di�erent settings

that can be optimized for a particular application. The MAGNA1’s programming simplicity makes it an

energy-e�cient solution ideal for multi-unit residential hydronic and radiant �oor applications.

For applications with extremely high or low temperatures that want to take advantage of the sophisticated

wireless monitoring features, the MAGNA3 o�ers a premium product upgrade. The more advanced

MAGNA3 has in�nite settings, as well as advanced features such as AUTOADAPT, where the pump reacts

and adjusts automatically to the best operating point. It also has building management system

communications built-in. When connected to a BMS at one data point, a multitude of measurements can

be read, such as pressure, �uid, temperature, �ow rates and other crucial data that would normally require

numerous devices that can be expensive to integrate into a BMS. MAGNA3 includes Fieldbus

communication via CIM modules, as well as analog and digital inputs and con�gurable relays.

A single Grundfos MAGNA3 65-150 F N 340 pump moves 11 gpm through each of the nine 300-foot-deep geothermal wells and three 600-foot Slinkys on the

geothermal field through a 3-inch geothermal hydroseparator supplying six water-to-water heat pumps for heating and cooling. Four Grundfos ALPHA2 15-55

pumps serve the radiant floor.

Photo courtesy of Skaates Plumbing.

The MAGNA3 is more than just a pump. The MAGNA3 also o�ers an intuitive display that allows operators

to connect wirelessly; the Grundfos GO app provides instant access to reports and monitoring features.

The FLOWADAPT feature reduces the need for throttling valves, which cuts costs on system components.

Both the MAGNA1 and MAGNA3 are maintenance-free, thanks to the canned-rotor design. The pump and

motor form an integral unit without a shaft seal and with only two gaskets for sealing. The bearings are

lubricated by the pumped liquid. The robust technology of the pumps is the same, including the high-

e�ciency hydraulics and motor.

The wide range of temperatures for the operating �uid made this pump an ideal choice for the Alaskan

application. When the unit is heating in extreme cold temperatures, it can handle up to 230°. On a cooling

application, it can handle frigid temperatures as low as minus 14°.

Even with the wide range of �uid temperatures, the MAGNA pump is very stable. Some products will run

into issues with their electronics where they are forced to scale down based on extreme temperatures.

MAGNA provides a full range of reliable performance throughout the range of operating temperatures.

MAGNA3 also has a full setup from the screen on the pump itself. It does not require an external laptop or

any other equipment. MAGNA circulators include the pump, motor, and VFD — all integrated into one unit

with intelligent wireless communication technology and realized savings over promised savings.

Real-world results

The large-scale renovation project on the Alaska military base has taken place over the course of several

years and is ongoing. To date, more than 1,000 Grundfos MAGNA circulators have been installed. As the

heating system renovation nears completion, many replacement MAGNA circulators operate at a watt

level less than half of the original induction motor circulators, substantially reducing overall energy

consumption and providing dependable, maintenance-free operation.

“The Grundfos MAGNA provided the reliability and energy savings the base was striving to achieve,” says

Mitch Mayo, sales engineer for Pac West Sales in Alaska. “The maintenance-free design, wide

performance range and ease of control selection provided the optimal solution. The new, e�cient

MAGNA circulators are paying dividends, saving both time and money.”

Brad Jacobs is lead key account manager for Grundfos. He has worked in the HVAC industry for more than 30 years and has

been a factory representative for Grundfos in the western U.S. for the past 13 years. Jacobs is a LEED Green Associate and holds

an MBA from the University of Portland.
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Energy equity and the
electri�cation movement
Propane offers an affordable, versatile energy solution for

construction projects.

Propane tankless water heaters can produce up to 61%

fewer greenhouse gas emissions than electric storage

tank water heaters, according to PERC.

B Y  B R Y A N  C O R D I L L

Electri�cation is often presented as a strategy for reducing carbon emissions, but the truth is, it’s not

practical to rely on electricity alone because no single energy source can solve the long-term challenges

we face.

It’s important to consider the infrastructure required to keep up with the electri�cation movement — which

would take decades and cost trillions of dollars — and much of that burden falls on those who can a�ord

it least.

Everyone deserves access to clean, reliable energy, and the more a�ordable that energy is, the more

equitable its distribution will be. That’s why it’s important for builders, remodelers and construction

professionals to know that there is another energy solution available: Propane.

How can propane be used in a home?

Propane is a viable home energy source that can be used to power residential appliances and systems,

including space and water heating, backup power, cooking appliances, clothes dryers and various

outdoor living applications. Plumbing contractors are likely most familiar with propane tankless water

heaters and storage tank water heaters.

There are currently nearly 12 million U.S. households using propane for space heating, water heating or

cooking. That number is continuously growing as new construction projects are selecting propane as their

fuel of choice, especially with the trend of people moving away from city centers. Unlike natural gas

infrastructure, which can’t expand quickly, propane can provide a reliable, resilient energy solution today.

For homes running on propane, a 500-gallon tank typically holds enough propane to meet the annual

energy needs of an average single-family home. Tanks can be installed above or below ground,

depending on what the homeowner prefers.

Running propane-powered appliances can help customers see savings throughout a home. For plumbing contractors, this means offering propane water heating

options.

How reliable is propane?

Propane helps to reduce the strain on our fragile electric grid by shedding load, and the more diverse

America’s energy mix is, the more reliable it is. Not only does propane reduce the strain on the electric

grid, but it’s also a stable, resilient, on-site energy source, helping support Americans even when the grid

fails. Additionally, propane can complement solar and wind systems to reduce emissions while providing

reliability — especially during challenging weather conditions.

Which energy source is more affordable: Propane or electricity?

As construction professionals know, energy consumption and cost can vary widely depending on the

energy sources used to power appliances. Propane o�ers a cost-e�ective energy solution in residential

construction for today and tomorrow. Plus, it doesn’t require expensive infrastructure investments like

electricity does when remodeling and moving from oil or wood.

According to a 2020 analysis from the Department of Energy, the energy costs of propane ($18.81 per

million Btu) are less than half that of electricity ($38.28 per million Btu). Running propane-powered

appliances can help customers see savings throughout a home. For plumbing contractors, this means

o�ering propane water heating options.

Propane tankless water heaters can be up to 34% more energy-e�cient than conventional storage tank

water heaters in homes with moderate hot water use. Energy Star-quali�ed propane tankless systems can

save homeowners up to 50% on their energy bills when compared with the costs of operating a standard

electric storage tank water heater.

Plus, the median life expectancy of most propane-powered equipment is longer than electric equipment,

o�ering a low total cost of ownership and strengthening its value proposition. For example, propane

tankless water heaters have a life expectancy of about 20 years, which is more than double most

conventional storage water heaters.

Propane tankless water heaters have a life expectancy of about 20 years, which is more than double most conventional storage water heaters, according to

PERC.

Can propane appliances decrease a home’s carbon footprint?

Electri�cation is typically looked at as a zero-emissions solution, but when full-fuel-cycle emissions are

considered, construction professionals — and their customers — will see that propane has a compelling

argument.

Propane is clean, environmentally friendly and is an excellent way to reduce emissions while meeting a

customer’s energy needs. Propane produces signi�cantly fewer carbon emissions compared to electricity

for key residential applications, including water heating. Propane tankless models, for example, can

produce up to 61% fewer greenhouse gas emissions, 47% fewer nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions and 91%

fewer sulfur oxide (SOx) emissions than electric storage tank water heaters.

Additionally, using propane produces 43% fewer greenhouse gas emissions than using an equivalent

amount of electricity generated from the U.S. grid. That is because more than 60% of the energy

consumed in our power plants is lost before it gets to the home — either in production, transmission or

transformation losses.

To learn more about the bene�ts of propane for residential construction, visit Propane.com/residential-

construction.

Photos courtesy of PERC.

Bryan Cordill is director of residential and commercial business development for the Propane Education & Research Council

(PERC). He can be reached at bryan.cordill@propane.com.
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A LITTLE RETRO REPRESENTATION
Linn Benton Plumbing

Albany, Oregon

B Y  N I C O L E  K R A W C K E

What do logging and plumbing have in common? Jon Hatch for one. After a friend told him about a

plumbing apprenticeship opening 15 years ago, Jon Hatch made the jump to the plumbing industry. And

after working for other companies for nine years, he decided to open his own plumbing contracting

business. Jon Hatch founded Linn Benton Plumbing six years ago with the help of his wife, Kelly Hatch,

who is the company’s chief �nancial o�cer.

“I’ve always had an entrepreneurial spirit, so when the time felt right, I �gured I would toss my hat in the

ring,” Jon Hatch says. “In our area, Linn and Benton are sister counties, so this is a common name to see.

We wanted something easy to remember.”

Linn Benton Plumbing operates solely within the residential service market and prides itself on its

customer service.

“Our wraps feature a picture of a mountain skyline with our

awesome logo, which has a bit of a retro look. We also

wanted colors that would stand out in our local market. We

found something we really liked and felt represented us. We

love spending time in the mountains.” – JON HATCH

“Our company takes the time to connect with each customer to build a relationship of trust and longevity,”

Jon Hatch notes.

The company has seven employees with three �eet vehicles, including a 2002 Ford E450 Box Truck,

2003 Ford E450 Box Truck and 2019 Mercedes Sprinter 170. The back end of the trucks is supplied by

Grumman Olsen.

“I like my 2003 Ford E450 box truck the best,” Jon Hatch explains. “The back is roomy and spacious, and

the 7.3L diesel engine provides plenty of power with low maintenance costs, great economy and

longevity.”

When it came time to create a truck wrap for his �eet, Jon Hatch went to the experts — Dan Antonelli and

his company, KickCharge Creative.

“We worked with KickCharge Creative to come up with a logo and design we liked,” Jon Hatch says. “Our

wraps feature a picture of a mountain skyline with our awesome logo, which has a bit of a retro look. We

also wanted colors that would stand out in our local market. We found something we really liked and felt

represented us. We love spending time in the mountains.”

All three Linn Benton Plumbing �eet vehicles feature the truck wrap design.

“We were hoping to create a brand that connected with our clients and represented us as well,” Jon Hatch

explains. “Our customers love it.”

Linn Benton Plumbing’s slogan is “Always going above and beyond,” and the company does whatever it

can to meet and exceed client needs, Jon Hatch notes.

“We usually can get to our clients same day,” he adds. “We try to have a consistent presence on social

media. There are a lot of small plumbing companies in our area, so our trucks really help us stand out.”

Nicole Krawcke  is chief editor of Plumbing & Mechanical.

SUBMIT YOUR NOMINATIONS
www.PMmag.com/truckofthemonth
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ERIC PRUSSING
Field supervisor

Four Seasons Plumbing, Asheville, North Carolina

Four Seasons Plumbing

Why he’s PM’s Plumber of the Month: “Eric’s daily duties include facilitating weekly training sessions,

observing and coaching �eld sta� through site visits and ride-alongs, and supporting �eld sta� with

technical assistance. In addition, he also assists with interviewing, hiring and onboarding new �eld sta�

and plays a major role with apprentice development.

“When Eric �rst came to Four Seasons, he joined as an apprentice. More than six years later, he has

quickly moved up the ranks to �eld supervisor. He is also one of Four Seasons’ top trainers and a North

Carolina licensed plumber.

“Eric always puts the customer �rst before anything else, which is something Four Seasons prides itself in.

In September, a client had a well pump that was under warranty and malfunctioned. Doing what he does

best, Eric went out on a Friday afternoon and worked well into the evening to make sure the client didn’t

have to go without water through the night.

“As a �eld supervisor, Eric’s job doesn’t require him to go out and cover calls, but that doesn’t stop him

from going above and beyond for his coworkers and customers. Whether it’s assisting a tech on a call or

going out of his way to cover a call, Eric is always making sure everything is running smoothly at Four

Seasons."

— Max Rose, owner, Four Seasons Plumbing

Prussing’s thoughts: “I was attracted to Four Seasons Plumbing because of the paid training — it was a

great way to get into a trade. I started as an apprentice a little more than seven years ago and worked my

way up. I’ve been a licensed plumber for about four years now.

“I love the diagnostics — troubleshooting and �guring out what the problem is. Homeowners never like it

when you get excited. When they say, ‘We’ve got this weird noise,’ I get excited. I’m like, “Yeah, this is

going to be fun! I’m going to learn something today!’ I love a good mystery, and I love it when I can �gure

it out. Being the hero — �guring out something that maybe somebody else wasn’t able to �gure out

before me is a great feeling.

“At Four Seasons Plumbing, we have a good culture and a good group of people. It’s fun working here.

And one of our guiding principles is ‘Customers �rst.’ It’s’ nice working for a company that wants to take

care of its customers and not take advantage of people to get the most money.

“Plumbing is a great trade — it’s awesome. My job is recession-proof and pandemic-proof. There’s always

work to be done.”

SUBMIT YOUR NOMINATIONS
www.PMmag.com/plumber-of-the-month-submission
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Seemingly simple
The Glitch:

A homeowner hires a heating contractor to upgrade his propane-�red cast-iron boiler to a mod/con

boiler. The cast-iron boiler is only 15 years old and in good shape. The homeowner asks if the contractor

can reuse it to add heat to his 18,000-gallon in-ground swimming pool. The installer knows that this is

possible using a heat exchanger. The installer also knows that the relatively cool pool water could cause

sustained �ue gas condensation in the boiler, and therefore decides to use a “bypass loop” with a

separate circulator as shown in Figure 1. Because the repurposed boiler will be located in the pool house,

the entire system up to and including the primary side of the heat exchanger is �lled with 50% propylene

glycol antifreeze. Can you spot several details that will lead to problems in this layout?

ENLARGE

Are you an ace troubleshooter?

Within the pages of this magazine, PM’s Hydronics Editor John Siegenthaler, P.E., will pose a question to

you, our readers, to review a system’s schematic layout and discover its faults, �aws and defects. Discover

archived “The Glitch & The Fix” exercises at its radiant-focused website, www.radiantandhydronics.com.

Good luck!

DISCOVER THE FIX
www.radiantandhydronics.com
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TOILETS & URINALS
A ME RICA N  STA N D A RD GRO HE

DUAL-FLUSH TOILETCLOG PREVENTION TOILET

DXV N IA GA RA  CO N SE RVATIO N

HIGH TANK AND BOWL DESIGNONE-PIECE TOILET

SL O A N TO TO  U SA

WASHLETNEW URINAL

KO HL E R

EVERY SHAPE IS A STATEMENT

Send a 50-word product
description and high-res photo
to krawcken@bnpmedia.com
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PRODUCTS & LITERATURE
GE N E RA L  PIPE  CL E A N E RS HA MATU SA

WORKSTATION SINKELECTRIC WATER JET

N TI B O IL E RS GE RB E R PL U MB IN G FIXTU RE S

VALVE STUB-OUT MODELSWALL-MOUNT WATER HEATER

O ATE Y  CO WA L RAV E N

FLUSH VALVEREPAIR RING

SE RE N E  STE A M B RA D L E Y  CO RP

RESTROOM PARTITIONSPLUG AND PLAY

RE CTO RSE A L L U B RIZ O L  CO RP

PIPES AND FITTINGSFIRE-BLOCKING FOAM
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Directory Sponsors

Below are the premium listings from our B.I.G Book and Rep Locator

directories. For the complete list of companies and products, please visit

www.plumbingbigbook.com and www.locatearep.com.

B.I.G. Book

Rep Locator
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B.I.G. Book Premium Listings

Merit Brass Co.

One Merit Dr. P.O. Box 43127

Cleveland, OH 44143

(800) 726-9800

sales@meritbrass.com

www.meritbrass.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Manufacturer of stainless steel, brass, chrome-plated, and aluminum pipe nipples. Master distributor of related pipe, valves, �ttings 

(including A105-N Carbon Steel and tube �ttings), and tubing.

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

mailto:sales@meritbrass.com?Subject=%20%20
http://www.meritbrass.com/
http://www.supplyht.com/directories/2742-b-i-g-book/listing/5426-merit-brass-co
http://www.meritbrass.com/


Oatey Co.

20600 Emerald Pkwy.

Cleveland OH 44135

(800) 321-9532

https://www.oatey.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Since 1916, Oatey has provided reliable, high-quality products for the residential and commercial plumbing industries, with a 

commitment to delivering quality, building trust and improving lives. Today, Oatey operates a comprehensive manufacturing and 

distribution network to supply thousands of products for professional builders, contractors, engineers and do-it-yourself consumers.

B.I.G. Book Premium Listings

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEXBACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

https://www.oatey.com/
http://www.supplyht.com/directories/2742-b-i-g-book/listing/6959-oatey-co
https://www.oatey.com/


QuickDrain USA

2597 W. 64th Ave.

Denver, CO 80221

(866) 998-6685

https://www.quickdrainusa.co

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Part of the Oatey Co. family of brands, QuickDrain USA is a premier manufacturer of curbless and curbed shower solutions for 

showers and wet areas. Balancing elegant design with exceptional performance and universal design, QuickDrain’s shower 

solutions o�er best-in-class accessibility, �exibility and ease of installation, making them the ideal choice for healthcare, hospitality 

and residential renovations and new builds alike. For more information, visit www.quickdrainusa.com or follow QuickDrain on 

Facebook, LinkedIn or Instagram.

B.I.G. Book Premium Listings

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

https://www.quickdrainusa.com/
http://www.supplyht.com/directories/2742-b-i-g-book/listing/6393-quickdrain-usa
https://www.quickdrainusa.com/


Reed Manufacturing Co.

1425 W. 8th St.

Erie, PA 16502

(814) 452-3691

reedsales@reedmfgco.com

https://www.reedmfgco.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Cutters and cutter wheels, groovers, power drives, cordless tools, dies, vises, water services tools and machines, plastic pipe tools, 

large diameter pipe tools, specialty and regular wrenches and general pipe working tools.

B.I.G. Book Premium Listings

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

mailto:reedsales@reedmfgco.com?Subject=%20%20
https://www.reedmfgco.com/
http://www.supplyht.com/directories/2742-b-i-g-book/listing/5012-reed-manufacturing
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Rep Locator Premium Listings

Associated Marketing Inc.

11500 Roosevelt Blvd. G1

Philadelphia, PA 19116

(215) 677-6870

hunter@associatedmarketing.net

www.associatedmarketing.net

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Philadelphia based �rm that is focused on Results, driven by Passion, performed through Professionalism & Involvement while 

committed to continual Progress. We work long, hard hours, not only because it’s a requirement — but because it’s what 

challenges us to be better than our best.

Product Categories

Fire Protection

Heating

Hydronics

Industrial Supplies

Irrigation

Pipe, Valves, Fittings (PVF)

Plumbing Products

Pumps-Well Supplies

Refrigeration

Solar Heating/Cooling

Ventilation

Waterworks

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

mailto:hunter@associatedmarketing.net?Subject=
http://www.associatedmarketing.net/
http://www.supplyht.com/directories/2743-rep-locator/listing/4430-associated-marketing-inc
http://www.associatedmarketing.net/




Rep Locator Premium Listings

FIA Inc.

7 Sixth Rd.

Woburn, MA 01801

(800) 423-7187

custsrv@�ainc.com

https://www.�ainc.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Fluid Industrial Associates, Inc. is a stocking manufacturer’s representative of plumbing, heating, & HVAC products. With full 

territory coverage of the six New England states, FIA supports the residential & commercial markets, selling products through a 

strong network of wholesale distributor partners. Our mission is to provide our customers industry leading energy-e�cient 

products & solutions, while delivering superior customer service, & being a leader in training & educations.

Product Categories

Air Conditioning

Heating

Hydronics

Pipe, Valves, Fittings (PVF)

Plumbing Products

Pumps-Well Supplies

Solar Heating/Cooling

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

mailto:custsrv@fiainc.com?Subject=
https://www.fiainc.com/
http://www.supplyht.com/directories/2743-rep-locator/listing/4601-fia-inc
https://www.fiainc.com/


Rep Locator Premium Listings

Reece-Hopper Sales

14348 Proton Rd.

Farmers Branch, TX 75244

(713) 691-5103

sales@rhsalesreps.com

https://www.rhsalesreps.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Covering all of Texas & Oklahoma markets, Reece-Hopper Sales is dedicated to bringing value to both our wholesale customers & 

manufacturers alike. We pride ourselves in the excellent service we provide, as well as our representation of world class 

manufacturing partners. Reece-Hopper Sales continues to build a platform for growth & undeniable sustainability for the future.  

Our dynamic sales team is comprised of industry veterans as well as young, educated & results driven individuals. WE. BRING. 

VALUE.

Product Categories

Kitchen/Bath

Plumbing Products

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

mailto:sales@rhsalesreps.com?Subject=
https://www.rhsalesreps.com/
http://www.supplyht.com/directories/2743-rep-locator/listing/5861-reece-hopper-sales
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Rep Locator Premium Listings

Woods & Jaye Sales Co.

33-09 37th Ave.

Long Island City, NY 11101

(718) 786-8260

sales@wjny.com

https://www.wjny.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Woods & Jaye is a full service Manufacturer’s Representative, Marketer & Distributor of speci�cation grade plumbing, heating, 

hydronic equipment, steam, waste & wastewater products, controls, plumbing supplies & specialties that cover a vast range of 

applications. We cover the territory of New York City’s 5 Boroughs, Long Island, Westchester, & Northern New Jersey. We o�er a 

deep range of services to our manufacturers, architects, engineers, kitchen designers, owners, facilities, wholesalers, & contractors. 

As an agency, we hold ourselves to the highest standards possible & are committed to providing ethical & professional 

representation. We know our manufacturers. We know our customers. We know our market.

Product Categories

Fire Protection

Heating

Hydronics

Industrial Supplies

Pipe, Valves, Fittings (PVF)

Plumbing Products

Pumps-Well Supplies

Solar Heating/Cooling

Ventilation

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX

mailto:sales@wjny.com?Subject=
https://www.wjny.com/
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ACCURATE, EASY TO LEARN, EFFICIENT
FASTEST, INC.

SEE A DEMO TODAY!

1-800-828-7108

www.fastest-inc.com/pm

BACK

https://www.fastest-inc.com/pm
https://www.fastest-inc.com/pm


THE BEST PRICES ON THE TOUGHEST
BLADES

DIABLO

Fast Free Shipping & Lock Blade Knife on orders over $150.00.

Over 10 Million Blades Sold

Reciprocating Blades for Metal & Wood Cutting

1-888-641-9798

www.DISCOUNTSAWBLADE.com

BACK

http://www.discountsawblade.com/
https://www.discountsawblade.com/Default.asp


WOOD & METAL CUTTING DISCOUNT SAW
BLADES

FAST FREE shipping & FREE lock blade knife on orders over

$150.00

Wholesale pricing SAVES 53-67% over big box stores

Inventory purchase control

100% satisfaction guaranteed

Made in the USA

As Low As $0.79 Each

www.DISCOUNTSAWBLADE.com

1-888-641-9798

BACK

http://www.discountsawblade.com/
https://www.discountsawblade.com/Default.asp


Chimney Caps * Liner Kits * Accessories
Made In America

“Nothing Else Even Comes Close”

1-800-262-9622

www.chimcapcorp.com

BACK

http://www.chimcapcorp.com/
http://www.chimcapcorp.com/


Do you have an innovating plumbing
product?
Contact Michael Whiteside, President at mwhiteside@mifab.com for a

con�dential discussion.

Royalties paid on quali�ed products.

www.mifab.com

BACK

mailto:mwhiteside@mifab.com?Subject=Hello
https://www.mifab.com/
https://www.mifab.com/


ATTENTION CONTRACTORS
Ready to Start Running Your Contracting Business With LESS Stress 

and MORE Success?

THE 7-POWER CONTRACTOR® by AL LEVI is for YOU!

“If you’re an experienced contractor and you’re still working in the �eld, 

doing estimates, running techs, and working crazy hours with no end in 

sight, and you’re wondering if there’s a way out, Al’s seven powers are 

the answer.” — Mark Paup, Golden Rule Plumbing, Heating & Cooling, 

Grimes, Iowa

Learn more: 7powercontractor.com/book

BACK

https://www.7powercontractor.com/book
https://www.7powercontractor.com/book
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Let us know your thoughts about this month’s
features and columns on our social media outlets.
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